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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The objective of this study is to define best practices for development and deployment of modeling, simulation and analysis (MS&A) tools for homeland security applications. This study contributes to a higher level goal of encouraging improved practices for MS&A for homeland security applications. A number of efforts funded by US Department of Homeland Security (DHS) for the development and deployment of MS&A tools were surveyed via visits and interactions to understand the landscape of MS&A for homeland security applications. The survey was not intended to be exhaustive. It is hoped that this report will encourage a much larger effort to assess the multiple existing and under development MS&A application efforts funded by the U.S. government with respect to the best practices defined here and subsequently to improve the applications based on identified opportunities. It should be noted that for the purpose of this report, simulation refers to execution of computer models.

This study identifies several best practices. The set of best practices recommended for use for any MS&A application includes:

1. conceptual modeling practice,
2. innovative approaches,
3. software engineering practice,
4. model confidence/ verification, validation and accreditation (VV&A),
5. use of standards,
6. interoperability,
7. execution performance, and
8. user friendliness and accessibility.

Each of these practices is discussed using a common outline that includes: practice introduction, available guidance, recommended implementation, use for legacy vs. new applications, roles and responsibilities, costs/benefits, metrics and practice conclusion. Available guidance for the best practices ranges from a few research publications to many standards and policy documents. The recommended implementation identifies the guidance to follow for the cases where there are several competing options. The case for use of the best practices is supported by cost and benefits information where possible since limited documentation is available in literature on these aspects. The recommended implementation for each practice is briefly summarized below.

**Conceptual modeling practice**

Good conceptual modeling practice includes identification and clear communication of the intended use of the model. The intended use and the anticipated contexts should be clearly documented. Developers should utilize the principles of modeling provided by Pidd (1999), the methods of simplification provided by Zeigler (1976), and available modeling frameworks applicable to the problem under study. The selection of appropriate paradigm for modeling a problem should be determined only after careful consideration and not limited by the background of the modelers.

---

1 Please see section 2.1 for definition of modeling and simulation (M&S) tools. For the purpose of this study, analysis tools are restricted to those that either employ M&S or are used in conjunction with M&S tools.
Innovative approaches
It is recommended that the developers and implementers of homeland security applications employing modeling and simulation focus on identifying innovative ways to meet the needs of the involved organizations and end users. The developers and implementers should identify the promising approach among the three suggested by Anthony et al. (2006):

1. The Back Scratcher: Make it easier and simpler for people to get an important job done.
2. The Extreme Makeover: Find a way to prosper at the low end of established markets by giving people good enough solutions at low prices.
3. The Bottleneck Buster: Expand a market by removing a barrier to consumption.

Software engineering practices/ software reliability
The MS&A tool development effort should go through a full software development cycle including planning, requirements analysis, design, coding, unit testing, and acceptance testing. In general it is recommended that the MS&A tools for homeland security applications be developed for usage across a number of jurisdictions. The development process for such an environment is generally recommended to be Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) based. An iterative approach is recommended for development of the prototype versions of MS&A tools to ensure that the development meets the needs of the users.

Model confidence/ Verification, validation and accreditation procedures
The Department of Defense (DoD) verification, validation and accreditation (VV&A) recommended process guide (RPG) should be used for M&S applications for homeland security until guidance for such purpose is developed by DHS. It is recognized that while the verification and validation (V&V) steps in the RPG can be followed for homeland security applications, accreditation cannot be carried out until DHS identifies and authorizes agents for the purpose.

Use of Standards
Overlapping competing standards make it difficult for developers of MS&A applications to select the ones that the applications should comply with. The key idea is to ensure that the applications are compliant with relevant de jure and de facto standards. Ideally one would want the applications to comply with all applicable standards, but that would require prohibitive development costs. One should identify the standards being used by other applications that the new MS&A application will interoperate with to guide the identification of relevant standards. Error in choice of standards is a lower risk option than not choosing any and developing proprietary interfaces and operating practices.

Interoperability
The available standards and developing standards should be used up to the extent possible to improve the chances of integrating multiple homeland security MS&A applications that may be needed to study and analyze actual or potential events and responses. Development teams should strive for achieving higher levels of the conceptual interoperability model presented in Turnitsa (2005).

Execution Performance
Execution performance improvement of the simulation code execution is a complex task and should be implemented for applications that can lead to clear and significant benefits. Clearly,
the applications that are employed in a trans-incident operational setting can lead to significant benefits from faster execution and the ability to provide results faster. The efforts should follow the current de facto standards, Message Passing Interface for distributed memory platforms and OpenMP for shared memory processors, and thus reduce efforts required for performance improvement.

**User friendliness and accessibility**

The requirements for MS&A applications should consider the aspects of human computer interactions defined in ISO9241: Ergonomics of human system interaction (ISO 2001). Similarly, the development plans for the MS&A applications should comprehend the activities defined in ISO 13407: Human-centered design for interactive systems (ISO 1999) and ISO TR 18259: Ergonomics -- Ergonomics of human-system interaction -- Human-centered lifecycle process descriptions (ISO 2000). Special attention should be paid to the users for planning and operations and training, exercises, and performance measurement applications. The results should be presented to the incident management organizations using visualizations and terminology familiar to them and should include information on uncertainty associated with the results.

MS&A application for homeland security can be categorized using a grid formed using four application types and seven application domains as shown in Figure ES-1. The MS&A application types for homeland security include: analysis and decision support, systems engineering and acquisition, planning and operations, and, training, exercises and performance measurement. The seven application domains include: social behavior, physical phenomena, environment, economic and financial, organizational, critical infrastructure, and other systems, equipment, and tools. Each MS&A tool may address one or multiple cells in the grid. While relevance of the best practices could be discussed for each of the cells of the grid individually, for brevity the discussion is focused sequentially on each of the four application types followed by each of the seven application domains. Additional practices are identified by application type or application domain where applicable. For example, features providing realism of the visualizations make training applications of MS&A more effective.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Type ►</th>
<th>Analysis and Decision Support</th>
<th>Systems Engineering and Acquisition</th>
<th>Planning and Operations</th>
<th>Training, Exercises and Performance Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application Domain ▼</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Behavior</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Phenomena</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic and Financial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical Infrastructure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Systems, Equipment, and Tools</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure ES-1: MS&A tools application types and application domains grid.*
The relevance of the best practice to different application types is summarized in Table 1. Major aspects of the relevance assessments are discussed in Section 4 of this report.

Table 1: Relevance of Best Practices to MS&A Application Types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice</th>
<th>Analysis and Decision Support</th>
<th>Planning and Operations</th>
<th>Systems Engineering and Acquisition</th>
<th>Training, Exercises and Performance Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conceptual modeling practice</td>
<td>Similar emphasis across application types</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative approaches</td>
<td>Similar emphasis across application types</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software engineering practice</td>
<td>Similar emphasis across application types</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model confidence/Verification, validation and accreditation (VV&amp;A)</td>
<td>Focus on technical correctness for M&amp;S; Different for analysis tools</td>
<td>Critical; Focus on technical correctness</td>
<td>Focus on technical correctness</td>
<td>Focus on realistic appearance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of standards</td>
<td>Emphasized for integration</td>
<td>Critical for operation use; Emphasized for planning</td>
<td>Emphasized for integration</td>
<td>Need to include compliance to Sharable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interoperability</td>
<td>Emphasized for inputs and outputs</td>
<td>Critical for operation use; Emphasized for planning</td>
<td>Emphasized for inputs and outputs</td>
<td>Needed but not as much as for decision support or operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution performance</td>
<td>Emphasized for allowing exploring multiple options</td>
<td>Critical for operations use; emphasized for planning</td>
<td>Needed at a level to support process</td>
<td>Critical to present realistic time responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User friendliness and accessibility.</td>
<td>Emphasized to support decision making</td>
<td>Targeted to incident management personnel</td>
<td>Low need due to highly skilled users</td>
<td>Emphasized to support trainees</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The relevance of the best practice to different application domains is summarized in Table 2. Major aspects of the relevance assessments are discussed in Section 5 of this report.
Table 2: Relevance of Best Practices to MS&A Application Types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice ▼</th>
<th>Social Behavior</th>
<th>Physical Phenomena</th>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Economic and Financial</th>
<th>Organizational</th>
<th>Critical Infrastructure</th>
<th>Other Systems, Equipment, and Tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conceptual modeling practice</strong></td>
<td>Important to select right paradigm</td>
<td>Need to emulate behavior and social processes</td>
<td>Important to select right paradigm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Innovative approaches</strong></td>
<td>Similar emphasis across application types</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Software engineering practice</strong></td>
<td>Similar emphasis across application types</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model confidence/ Verification, validation and accreditation (VV&amp;A)</strong></td>
<td>Focus on Plausibility</td>
<td>Comparison with measurements</td>
<td>Comparison with measurements</td>
<td>Focus on Plausibility</td>
<td>Focus on Plausibility</td>
<td>Comparison with measurements; good data sources available</td>
<td>Comparison with measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Use of standards</strong></td>
<td>Need Standards</td>
<td>Need VV&amp;A standards</td>
<td>Helped by standards</td>
<td>Need Standards</td>
<td>Need Standards; guides available</td>
<td>Need standards for cross sector models</td>
<td>Need VV&amp;A Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interoperability</strong></td>
<td>Need efforts</td>
<td>Need efforts</td>
<td>Relatively better; need efforts</td>
<td>Need efforts</td>
<td>Critical to integrate models</td>
<td>Needed to integrate in other models</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Execution performance</strong></td>
<td>Needed due to use of ABM</td>
<td>High Performance Computing (HPC) platforms used</td>
<td>Needed due to use of Agent Based Modeling (ABM)</td>
<td>Needed for cross sector models</td>
<td>Not critical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>User friendliness and accessibility</strong></td>
<td>Needed to explain complex results</td>
<td>Helped by Geographical Information Systems (GIS) interfaces</td>
<td>Needed to explain complex results</td>
<td>Not critical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This report does not single out individual MS&A applications as best practices. A MS&A application may use some or all of the best practices identified in this report. A few representative examples of MS&A tools and projects funded by DHS across different application
types are described with the express intent to describe how the defined best practices may be used to help define the directions for further enhancements. The enhancements of the MS&A tools using the best practices defined in this report are anticipated to lead to their better use and to increased usage of MS&A tools in general across government agencies.

The report is intended for multiple audiences. Government program managers should find it useful in assessing the proposals and projects for MS&A for homeland security applications. Potential users within federal, state, and local agencies responsible for homeland security and associated functions should find it useful for evaluating and selecting MS&A tools. Developers of MS&A tools should find it useful in guiding their development efforts to follow best practices.
1 INTRODUCTION

This study is sponsored by the Office of Standards, Science & Technology Directorate of the Department of Homeland Security. The overarching goal is to improve homeland security via increased use of MS&A tools for improved analysis and decision support, systems engineering and acquisition, planning and operations, and, training, exercises, and performance measurement (please see section 2 for definitions of these application types). The objective of this study is to define best practices that are recommended for development and deployment of MS&A tools for homeland security applications and thus encourage increased and improved practices for employing these technologies across the department. It should be noted that the analysis tools included in the scope of this study do not refer to the whole gamut of such tools but only to those that either employ modeling and simulation (M&S) or are used in conjunction with M&S tools. The study should also encourage development of infrastructure required for MS&A including availability of standards, guidelines, and data sets. The study is not intended to be a survey of all relevant tools though a number of them were considered for understanding the current practices. It should also be noted that for the purpose of this report, simulation refers to execution of computer models and does not include role playing or live exercises by human subjects. The inclusion of training, exercise and performance measurement application type for this report is to address the majority of such applications that do use MS&A tools to support the live exercises.

The report is intended for multiple audiences. Government program managers should find it useful in assessing the proposals and projects for MS&A for homeland security applications. Potential users within federal, state, and local agencies responsible for homeland security and associated functions should find it useful for assessing such tools. Typically, the end users may be analysts supporting the agencies though in some cases the response personnel themselves may be the direct users. Developers of MS&A tools should find the report useful in guiding their development efforts to follow best practices. The developers may include personnel at government supported organizations such as the national laboratories, academia and commercial organizations.

The best practices defined in this document are from the perspective of MS&A tool development and deployment for homeland security relevant applications. Alternate ways of defining best practices could be from the perspective of promoting the use of MS&A (e.g., through providing guidance on policies and procedures, standard data sets, accreditation process, identification of gaps to guide development efforts, avoiding duplication of efforts, etc.) or from user perspective (e.g., input data analysis, data abstraction, ensuring right application of the model, user training, hardware & software availability such as for distributed parallel execution, etc). These other perspectives are related to the perspective taken in this report but are somewhat different.

The study developed the set of best practices based on literature surveys and discussions during visits to organizations involved in development and use of MS&A tools. The effort also built on several decades of combined experience of authors in MS&A development and applications in general including over a decade of combined experience in homeland security applications. It should be noted that current best practices may not be the same as ideal practices. An ideal application would be the one that exceeds the expectations on all the best practices specified. A
current best application may be one that does well on multiple best practices among those specified. An application that does notably well on one criteria may also be highlighted as one to follow for that particular aspect. The set defined in this report aims to include ideal practices. It is understood that only a few projects may be able to follow the complete set of the applicable best practices and that the best practices may be “followed” to different levels.

The best practices should be followed in the context of a structured process for the development and deployment of M&S tools. Dr. Deming pointed out the need for guiding principles for best efforts as follows.

“Best efforts are essential. Unfortunately, best efforts, people charging this way and that way without guidance of principles, can do a lot of damage. Think of the chaos that would come if everyone did his best, not knowing what to do.” (Deming 1982, p. 19)

This report includes discussion of relevant processes for simulation study and M&S tool development to provide a context for best practices. Relevance of best practices is also discussed with respect to M&S application types and domains.

1.1 Study Methodology

The study team built on its knowledge of MS&A from its prior efforts in the area spanning several years since the first focused workshop on modeling and simulation for emergency response organized in 2003 (Jain and McLean 2003). This current study employed multiple ways of identifying MS&A tools that may be applied in the context of homeland security. These multiple ways included literature search, online search, participation in relevant workshops and conferences, discussions with DHS personnel, and visits to government and commercial organizations involved in use, development or support of MS&A tools. The intent of the visits was to review the tools and associated practices at leading organizations for developing and deploying MS&A tools for homeland security applications rather than conducting an exhaustive search.

The information collected from these multiple efforts was analyzed and used for defining the set of best practices in this report. The survey of academic literature is captured in Jain and McLean (2008). Appendix A lists the organizations visited for the purpose of the study.

This study approach was scoped to develop the set of best practices that are recommended for use. A much larger effort will be required if the study objectives were to assess all DHS funded ongoing efforts on multiple aspects, such as those addressed by the set of practices included in this report, and identify and document their practices. The assessments of individual efforts could then be followed by preparing a cross comparison to identify the high performers and best practices that may be transferable to other organizations. It is believed that the approach used for this report helps move significantly towards the same end goal, that of providing guidance for improvement of existing and new MS&A development and deployment efforts, at a much lower effort level.
1.2 Organization of the Report

The next section provides background information including definitions, when to use MS&A, current use of MS&A for homeland security applications, application types and application domains. It also presents steps in a simulation study and M&S tool development process to provide context for the best practices. The best practices recommended in this report are presented in section 3 in the rough order they may be employed during the development and application of MS&A tools. The MS&A tools and their use may vary widely based on the application type. Some of the best practices may be implemented differently based on the application type and application domain. Section 4 discusses the relevance of the best practices to MS&A application types, followed by section 5 that discusses the relevance of the best practices to MS&A application domains. Section 4 also mentions additional practices for MS&A application types where applicable. Similarly, section 5 presents additional practices for MS&A domains where applicable.

Following the description of best practices and their relevance to MS&A application types and application domains, the use of best practices is discussed with respect to a few notable MS&A tools for homeland security applications in section 6. The express intent of this section is to describe how the defined best practices may be used to help define the directions for further enhancements. The discussions suggest how the subject tool or project can employ best practices if it were not already doing so. No attempt is made to evaluate the individual tools or projects cited in this section since the defined scope did not allow for the effort that would be required for such an exercise. An attempt is made to select examples to cover the four application types. The last section concludes the report. As mentioned earlier, appendix A lists the organizations visited in the course of this study. Finally, appendix B lists the acronyms used in this report.
2 BACKGROUND

The discussion in this section provides background for presentation of best practices in the following sections. Many efforts identify use of M&S as a unit; however, it is a flawed process to develop models without regard for planned subsequent analysis (NRC 2006). This section defines modeling, simulation and analysis and briefly discusses why they should be used together for homeland security applications. It also includes the current understanding of how and when such tools are used and who are the current users for such a capability based on the interviews and data collected by the authors with support from the U.S. Department of Homeland Security.

2.1 Modeling, Simulation and Analysis

The terms modeling, simulation and analysis have been defined as below.

*Modeling.*

Application of a standard, rigorous, structured methodology to create and validate a physical, mathematical, or otherwise logical representation of a system, entity, phenomenon, or process. (DoD 1998)

*Simulation.*

A method for implementing a model over time. (Non-comprehensive examples: federation, distributed interactive simulation, combinations of simulations). (DoD 2009)

(1) A model that behaves or operates like a given system when provided a set of controlled inputs. (2). The process of developing or using a model as in (1). (IEEE 1990)

*Modeling and Simulation (M&S).*

The use of models, including emulators, prototypes, simulators, and stimulators, either statically or over time, to develop data as a basis for making managerial or technical decisions. The terms "modeling" and "simulation" are often used interchangeably. (DoD 1998)

The discipline that comprises the development and/or use of models and simulations. (DoD 2009)

*M&S Tools*

Software that implements a model or simulation or an adjunct tool, i.e., software and/or hardware that is either used to provide part of a simulation environment (e.g., to manage the execution of the environment) or to transform and manage data used by or produced by a model or simulation. Adjunct tools are differentiated from simulation software in that they do not provide a virtual or constructive representation as part of a simulation environment. (DoD 2007)
It should be noted that while the DoD definitions comprehend live exercises as simulation, this study is focused on MS&A tools that are software and computer based. The consideration of MS&A tools as being software is consistent with the DoD (2007) definition of M&S tools. Any MS&A tools used in support of training, exercises, and performance measurement will gain from the use of best practices discussed in this report. However, the practices discussed here do not apply to development of training and exercises that do not involve any MS&A tools.

Analysis has not been defined explicitly in relevant glossaries. Merriam Webster’s Dictionary provides the following definitions of analysis: “Separation of a whole into its component parts,” and “an examination of a complex, its elements, and their relations.” In the context of this report, analysis can be defined as an examination of a complex system or process, its elements, and their relations to understand the potential outcomes and future states under a range of uncertain factors with the objective of assessing performance of the complex system or process or one of its major elements, or of comparing alternate configurations of the complex system or process or its major elements.

The term “analysis” is often used primarily in the context of decision analysis. Decision analysis has been defined as the discipline for helping decision makers choose wisely under conditions of uncertainty (Schuyler 2001). It involves structuring a decision problem into its major elements, the objectives, the decisions and alternatives, the uncertainties, and the consequences so that it can be analyzed (Clemen and Reilly 2001). Structuring the problem allows identification and implementation of appropriate decision models to assess outcomes of a decision and/or comparison of decision alternatives. The simulation output analysis is subsumed within the larger decision analysis context. Simulation is one of the alternate decision evaluation models whose outputs are analyzed as part of the decision analysis process.

It can be seen that analysis is a concept encompassing a wide variety of techniques for examination of a system, entity, phenomenon, or process. Modeling and simulation (M&S) comprises one set of techniques that can be utilized for analysis. A number of other techniques can be used for analysis including analytical models, diagramming techniques, statistical methodologies, experimentation, testing, data mining, etc.

For the purpose of this report, the term analysis refers to the techniques that can be used in conjunction with modeling and simulation. The analysis techniques may be used to develop insights into the potential outcomes and causes, e.g., for complex social behavior models, and/or they may be used for decision analysis.

M&S should be viewed as a methodology, that is, as a collection of related processes, methods and tools, rather than as a technique that is considered synonymous with method (INCOSE 2008). M&S encompasses a number of types such as discrete event simulation, continuous simulation, physics based models, etc. M&S can be applied for analysis and decision support as mentioned above, but it can be applied for other purposes such as training, exercises and performance measurements, and systems engineering and acquisition. For example, M&S can be used to present trainees with simulated dangerous situation that they may face during a terrorist incident and guide them through the recommended steps to follow. M&S may be used to create models of equipment that is being acquired to test proposed design alternatives. The
boundaries of some of these application types are not defined in black and white. For example, some systems engineering applications of M&S may be seen as analysis. M&S use for different application types is discussed further in Section 2.2 and in more detail in Section 4.

There is value in bringing modeling, simulation, and analysis together for homeland security applications similar to what has been recommended for defense applications in a report from National Research Council (NRC 2006). The report states:

“While many past studies examined defense M&S, this study examines military analysis as well, because all three activities—modeling, simulation, and analysis—are essential, intertwined inputs to decision making. Models (mathematical or otherwise logical representations of entities, relationships, or processes of importance to military operations) and simulations (exercises that include computations based on those models and possibly humans executing related tasks) are most effective when they are designed with analyses in mind. It is best for military analysts to provide input into the creation of the models and simulations that will underpin their analyses, and the best M&S-based support for decision makers comes about when M&S personnel and military analysts work coherently to explore and illuminate the issues facing those decision makers. Because of the need for such rich connections between M&S and military analysis, this report is written as though there were a single MS&A community, which would be a desirable situation.

M&S is not, strictly speaking, a separate discipline that creates standalone tools, although there are certainly specialists within M&S who delve deeply to create new capabilities that can be incorporated into valuable tools. Similarly, military analysts are not always able to use canned software or predefined models if they are to perform well-targeted analysis.”

Parallel to above recommendation from the National Research Council, homeland security analysts and M&S personnel need to work together for coherent application of these techniques to best support the decision makers with homeland security related responsibilities. Associated with the recommendation, the analysis tools discussed in this report will primarily include those that are integrated with or used coherently with M&S tools. Also, MS&A should be viewed as use of M&S for analysis in the context of the analysis and decision support application type.

### 2.2 MS&A Application Types

This report discusses relevance of the best practices with respect to MS&A application types in Section 4. An MS&A application is often developed to satisfy a single major objective. This characteristic identifies the primary purpose and thus the type of an MS&A application. Potential users looking for systems that are available to meet a specific need will typically want to search for an application based on its defined type or original intended use. The major categories of application types that have been identified are:

1. Analysis and decision support
2. Planning and operations
3. Systems engineering and acquisition
4. Training, exercises, and performance measurement

Each of the application types is briefly discussed below.

Analysis and decision support

Most applications of MS&A tools can be said to be for analysis and decision support in a general sense. However, for the purpose of categorization of the applications, this category is defined with a narrow meaning. This category refers to analysis and decision support that can be provided through use of such tools as: choice models, alternatives ranking models (e.g. analytic hierarchy process), information control techniques, analysis and reasoning techniques, representation aids, and human judgment amplifying and refining techniques. These tools may be seen as focused on analysis rather than modeling and simulation (M&S). They may be integrated with M&S tools to process the simulation results with various applicable analyses. These analyses help the decision makers gain insights provided by the simulation results and use them to make decisions. These tools may also provide a decision support environment utilizing M&S tools. The environment may provide interfaces suitable for a decision maker for executing simulation runs and guiding the analyses. M&S tools in this group may be used for reconstructing past incidents for analysis and improved understanding of the involved phenomenon. M&S tools that mimic human behavior may also fall in this category since they generally explore feasible outcomes and hence improve understanding rather than provide specific predictions.

Planning and operations

Operations applications are another rich area for employing MS&A tools. In particular, MS&A tools can be and are widely used for pre-incident operations planning, evaluating alternate strategies, policies and plans for response, recovery and mitigation. MS&A tools are also used to provide trans-incident operations support, though to a much lesser extent than operations planning.

The pre-incident operations planning area is perhaps the most appropriate area for utilizing MS&A tools with the present state of supporting infrastructure. Operations planning applications include evaluation of impact of natural hazards and man-made incidents, and the response, recovery and mitigation options to minimize the impact on the population and property from strategic to tactical levels. MS&A tools can be applied at a high level of abstraction and model long time periods in simulation to evaluate the strategic options, and they can be applied at detailed level modeling individual actions over a short time frame to evaluate tactical plans and procedures.

A large number of pre-incident operations planning applications of MS&A exist and perhaps a larger number are in various stages of development. The wide use of MS&A in this area is due to the current state of infrastructure required for their applications. MS&A tools typically require a large amount of data describing an incident and the location for modeling the impact and the response, recovery and mitigation options. At present, there is limited data that is readily available for MS&A. Use of an MS&A tool, thus, requires a substantial effort for collecting and
cleaning up the data required. MS&A tools themselves need to go through verification and validation (V&V) process before they are used. The V&V process itself can be time consuming and may require a few iterations. The operations planning applications allow the time to go through data collection and V&V process for MS&A use. It is expected that as data sources and the MS&A tools mature, they will be increasingly used for trans-incident operational support applications.

The trans-incident operational support applications of MS&A include the tools that can be used to guide efforts during the response phase as the incident and/or its aftermath is unfolding. MS&A tools may be used for understanding the impact of an incident and to evaluate the response options. For example, MS&A tools may be used to estimate the areas that will be affected over time by a toxic plume emanating from an incident to guide the population evacuation efforts. They may be used to understand the impact of an incident on different infrastructure assets in the incident area and the cascading effect of the disruptions to guide the efforts to isolate and minimize such effects.

*Systems engineering and acquisition*

MS&A tools can be used to support the systems engineering and acquisition processes in organizations with homeland security related missions similar to their successful use for the purpose in DoD. Such applications include use of MS&A tools for: requirements definition, program management, design and engineering, efficient test planning, result prediction, supplement to actual test and evaluation, manufacturing, and logistics support. This application area primarily includes use of MS&A to evaluate systems and equipment through their design, development or manufacturing, and installation. The simulation models for evaluating performance of the system or equipment by itself are generally specific to the system or equipment being acquired and may not be data driven component models. These may include models of such aspects as mechanical strength and operation, chemical detection efficiencies, and electrical and electronic system operations. For example, the evaluation of a product design for detection of explosives in baggage would require modeling the physics of the process and would have to be specifically developed. On the other hand, models for evaluating the functioning of the system or equipment within the intended deployment environment may exist and be data driven. For example, the impact of the time taken for explosive detection system on the throughput of an airport security checkpoint may be done using generic airport passenger flow models configured using data to represent the facility of interest.

*Training, exercises, and performance measurement*

Perhaps the best known applications of MS&A tools are the applications for training, exercises and performance measurement. Such an impression may have been formed based on widely available reports of intensive use of MS&A tools for war games and associated training applications used by the military. MS&A tools allow creating realistic scenarios that a trainee may face in real life to test and improve his/her skills for executing his/her responsibilities. The responsibilities may be at the level of decision maker for directing preparedness, response, or recovery efforts or at the level of a first responder. The corresponding tools would vary from
those that provide information from simulations regarding an unfolding incident to serious games offering first person interactions at the incident scene.

2.3 MS&A Application Domains

The report discusses relevance of the best practices with respect to MS&A application domains in Section 5. An application domain defines the type or types of behaviors, phenomena, processes, effects, etc. that are simulated within the application. Actual simulation implementations may model all or part of a single domain or multiple domains. For example, a traffic simulation might be considered a basic or homogenous simulation since it would focus on closely related elements, i.e., vehicles, roadways, traffic controls, and transportation support services. An evacuation simulation, on the other hand, might be considered a hybrid or heterogeneous simulation, as it might contain models of traffic, crowds, public transportation systems, and various organizations involved in the evacuation. In this document application domains will be described as basic simulations, rather than hybrids, as there are potentially infinite combinations of hybrid simulations that may be envisioned.

Major groupings of application domains for categorizing simulations include:

1. Social Behavior
2. Physical Phenomena
3. Environment
4. Economic and Financial
5. Organizational
6. Critical Infrastructure
7. Other Systems, Equipment, and Tools

Each of the application domains is briefly discussed below. Please refer to McLean et al. (2009) for more details.

Social Behavior domain

This domain includes individual and collective behaviors, movements, and social interactions between people at various locations of interest that are engaging in normal day-to-day activities or responding to an incident. Some examples of social behaviors that may be modeled include pedestrians in crowds, attendees at a public event, vehicle operators in traffic, carriers and transmitters of communicable diseases in public places, and consumers in stores. Some applications of this type of simulation include planning incident response operations (e.g., evacuations) or training incident management personnel.

Physical Phenomena domain

This domain encompasses the origin, propagation, and mitigation of various physical phenomena associated with emergency incidents. Examples of physical phenomena that may be modeled include earthquakes; explosions; fires; chemical, biological or radiological plumes; spread of
airborne or waterborne disease and bio-agents; and biotic agents. These simulators may be used to support planning, training, as well as system engineering activities.

Environment domain

The internal and external environments that may be impacted by the occurrence of an emergency incident, propagate incident effects, and/or serve as the focus for response operations are included in this domain. Environments include the earth’s atmosphere; watersheds and landmasses; ecosystems; indoor areas; and other confined spaces within and around man-made structures. These simulators may be used to support planning, training, as well as system engineering activities.

Economic and Financial domain

This domain includes the economic impact of an incident or policy at various levels including local, regional and national, and over various time horizons. Some examples of economic impact that may be modeled include exposure of the insurance industry to different disaster scenarios or estimating the effects of an incident on the local economy, and the time and resources required to recover to normal levels. Major applications of economic simulators include decision support, planning, and risk analysis.

Organizational domain

This domain includes the policies and procedures; activities and operations; decision processes, communications and control mechanisms; and information flows for various organizations and their members. Organizations of interest include those that perform incident management, support functions, or are impacted by incidents. Examples of organizations that may be modeled include fire departments, law enforcement agencies, health care institutions, government agencies, military units, businesses, voluntary assistance, and terrorist cells. Organizational models may be used for planning and risk analysis to evaluate effectiveness of organizations in dealing with various types of incidents. They also may be used to automate organizational operations in training simulations to minimize staff required for exercises.

Critical Infrastructure domain

The critical infrastructure systems, the impact of incidents on system elements, the propagation of incident effects on other interconnected, or nearby infrastructure elements, and the restoration of these systems after an incident are the subject of this domain. Examples of infrastructure systems include energy distribution systems, water supply, transportation networks, food supply chains, and communications networks. The most significant applications for this type of simulation are analysis of the risks associated with various types of disasters and planning of mitigation/recovery strategies.
This domain includes detailed operation and performance of various systems, equipment, and tools that are used in incident management, emergency response, and other homeland security related operations, or are affected by incidents and operations. The most significant application for this type of simulation is systems engineering. Examples of systems, equipment, and tools that may be modeled include: security scanners, sensors, and related systems; bomb disposal equipment; construction and firefighting equipment; hazardous material decontamination and disposal systems; search and rescue equipment; and various test equipment. Models may be used to support the development and enhancement of those systems, evaluate the effectiveness of those systems for specified purposes, and/or to provide detailed functional models for use in other simulations.

2.4 When should MS&A be used

MS&A can be used in four types of applications for homeland security discussed above. For each of these application types MS&A is one of a few to several techniques that can be applied for the purpose. Analysts should compare applicable techniques and select M&S only when it is the best suited for the purpose at hand. The applicable techniques may be compared on criteria such as feasibility, cost, and transparency.

A structured process is generally used for the analysis and decision support applications of MS&A, and may be applicable for some of the other application types too, particularly system engineering and acquisition. While a number of variations of decision analysis processes exist, they all have some common steps. Figure 2-1 shows a decision process adapted from Clemen and Reilly (2001). The third step of the process involves modeling the problem. This may include use of models in several ways including influence diagrams, decision trees, probability, hierarchical and network models, simulation models, and utility models. Admittedly some of these such as influence diagrams are not restricted to be “computer models” and can be at times solved manually. Also some of these models can serve to provide insights without being ever solved numerically.

Models may be used primarily for two purposes, evaluation and aggregations (Bouyssou et al 2005). The evaluation models are built to capture aspects of realities of the decision problem that are sometimes difficult to define with precision. The aggregation models are used to aggregate the results of complex evaluation models to help derive recommendations that take into account the preferences of the decision makers, and are robust in consideration of applicable imprecision, uncertainty and inaccurate determination.

M&S can be used in the role of evaluation models in the decision analysis process. That is, it can evaluate the performance of alternatives with respect to the objectives and thus help choose the best alternative. M&S should be used only when the analysts determine that it is the most appropriate technique to address the problem at hand. M&S is generally resorted to when the problem is too complex to be represented using mathematical programming models, includes many uncertainty factors that impact the outcomes of the decisions over a period of time, when
the decision makers are involved in the process and are requesting a model that is transparent and easy to explain, and required resources are available.

M&S may also be used during the problem identification step though such use is generally not highlighted. Typically the same models that are used for problem identification are later enhanced and used as evaluation models later in the decision analysis process. The use of M&S as evaluation model then is more prominent at times overshadowing its use for problem identification. Use of M&S for problem identification is needed when it is not clear what the root of the apparent problem is. Clearly, M&S is only one of the techniques for the purpose and may be employed for complex problems. Generally techniques such as fishbone diagrams will be employed first to determine the root causes of an apparent problem.

![Figure 2-1: A decision analysis process flowchart (enhanced version of original adapted from Clemen and Reilly 2001)](image)

Similar to the analysis and decision support application type, the other three application types have defined processes and alternate techniques available. The description of the processes and alternative techniques for the three applications types would digress from this document, hence brief examples are provided. M&S would be an alternative to experiments with physical
prototypes for product evaluations within the systems engineering and acquisition application type. It will be an alternative to optimization based techniques such as mathematical programming and heuristics such as branch and bound, tabu search, etc for plan generations within the planning and operation application type. M&S is a cost effective alternative to running full scale live exercises with a large number of personnel and other resources within the training, exercises and performance measurement application type. It is also usually a more effective alternative for training outcomes analysis than techniques such as oral or written assessment of the trainees, and less expensive alternative than observation of trainees on the job or on test ranges and facilities.

2.5 Current MS&A use

The use of MS&A is one possible part of an overall problem solving methodology that may include identification of the overall problem, identification of appropriate approach, and implementation of the identified approach. The identification of the appropriate approach may lead to one or a combination of multiple approaches including experimentation, testing, analytical techniques, data mining, M&S, or M&S integrated with some analysis capabilities.

Modeling and simulation tools are being developed in an ad hoc manner in the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to address specific problems identified by its Science and Technology Directorate based on inputs from "customers" such as first responders (Hutchings 2009). The ad hoc manner of development would consequently lead to ad hoc use of modeling and simulation tools. Limited efforts are focused on integrating analytical tools and data in a collaborative manner across the DHS enterprise. Some examples of ad hoc use of MS&A tools include use of atmospheric release dispersion simulations for prediction of plume behavior in the event of a toxic agent release, use of infrastructure simulations for predicting impact of hurricanes on coastal regions, and use of lexicographic analysis technique for allocation of budget to risk mitigation programs (Glickman 2008). A majority of the applications of MS&A tools appear to be in training area, in particular, associated with large exercises. For example, TOPOFF 3 (Top Officials) exercise utilized plume simulations to help guide the response efforts following simulated releases. Some applications of MS&A tools for actual incidents also exist particularly for the plume simulation and infrastructure simulation capabilities mentioned above.

Application of MS&A tools may require various personnel. A number of roles can be defined for MS&A for decision support. The NRC Report (NRC 2006) mentioned above identifies the following roles to support use of MS&A for decision support:

- **Analysts** create the formal model representation from the real-world problem, act as domain experts, and interpret and present results.
- **Modelers and programmers** translate the representation into a documented and executable form.
- **Implementers** develop and execute the experimental plan and transform the model’s raw outputs into useable results.
- **Managers** oversee the MS&A team by managing personnel, making required purchases necessary for efficient operation of the team, checking for quality of the MS&A product, and interacting with others involved in M&S governance.
• Consumers employ MS&A to support decisions.

Multiple roles may be assigned to same people for studies with small scope. On the other hand, same role may be shared by a large number of personnel for studies with large scope. The role of modelers and programmers can vary widely based on the study scope. They may be able to use existing off-the-shelf software to model the problem or use a wide range of tools to build the models including spreadsheet software, computer aided design software coupled with physical or numerical models, or discrete event simulation models. They may require special technical expertise such as aircraft survivability following different damage scenarios.

The current users of MS&A capabilities are varied based on the ad hoc manner in which they are developed and deployed. A majority of the development efforts appear to be carried out by national laboratories. Such efforts are also being carried out at commercial contractors and at DHS funded university centers. All the roles defined above except consumers are usually residing at the developing organizations. The role of manager may be split between the managers at the developing organization and the program or project manager at DHS. The DHS program or project manager (PM) facilitates the identification of the problem, identifies the potential development organizations through an open announcement and oversees the selection of one for the purpose. The DHS PM then oversees the execution of the contract and may serve him/herself or bring in experts to check for the quality of the M&S product to the extent possible. The consumers of the MS&A outputs include responding agencies at federal, state, and local levels. For example, the outputs from simulations on impact of hurricanes on infrastructure may be used by Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and affected state and local jurisdictions to mobilize resources for anticipated response operations. Similarly, the outputs from plume simulations may be used by local response agencies to plan evacuation efforts.

2.6 Steps in a Simulation Study

Once the decision is made to use MS&A for a particular application, simulation models should be developed using a structured approach. A number of similar approaches for conducting a simulation study are available in the literature. Figure 2-2 presents a set of steps defined by Banks et al. (2009). It should be noted that while the steps were defined for discrete event simulation models, they would also apply to other kind of models such as continuous simulation, agent based simulation, etc.

The steps are grouped in three stages, model development, simulation runs, and output implementation. The model development starts with problem formulation and is followed by setting of objectives and overall project plan for conducting the simulation study. As mentioned earlier in the discussion of the decision analysis process, M&S may be used for problem formulation itself, in which case a mini-cycle of model development and simulation runs may have occurred beforehand. The problem formulation and objectives drive the development of a conceptual model and collection of data required for the model. The conceptual model and the data are used to translate the model into a computer recognizable format, i.e., it is coded using
simulation software or a general purpose language. The model is then verified and validated before proceeding to its use.²

Figure 2-2: Steps in a Simulation Study (enhanced version of original adapted from Banks et al. 2009)

The model development is followed by simulation runs where an experimental design is used to determine the number of configurations and runs to be executed. The runs are then executed and the output analyzed. The analysis may identify the need for further runs. Once the requisite number of runs has been made and the results analyzed, the team can move to output implementation. The model and results are documented and reported to the consumers who may then proceed with implementing decisions based on the results of the analysis of simulation outputs.

2.7 M&S Tool Development

The steps shown in figure 2-2 have been proposed for a simulation study for addressing a specific problem. If the model is data-driven, i.e., coded to allow its configuration based on data,³ it can be reused for addressing the identified problem in different settings. That is, the model is developed as a software that can be used for simulating a defined set of problems for multiple instances described by the data. For example, the plume models can be used for simulating release of various agents at different places under varying weather conditions by

---

² **Validation.** The process of determining the degree to which a model or simulation and its associated data are an accurate representation of the real world from the perspective of the intended uses of the model.

³ **Verification.** The process of determining that a model or simulation implementation and its associated data accurately represent the developer’s conceptual description and specifications (DoD 2009)

³ At times, modelers differentiate between parameters and data. Parameters generally refer to the inputs to the model that either largely determine the configuration of the model or their values have large influence on the performance of the modeled system.
describing all these aspects using data. Generally, M&S tool refers to a software that encapsulates a data-driven simulation model within it. Development of a M&S tool usually requires additional steps beyond those shown for simulation model development in figure 2-2.

MS&A tools should be developed for homeland security applications rather than building ad hoc models for each problem. The MS&A tools are essentially data driven models encapsulated in user-friendly software. The process of model development will stay the same albeit based on a problem formulation and setting of objectives comprehending application across identified range of factors. The model would go through a number of validation cycles using multiple test data sets representing scenarios within the intended use of the tool. The model development cycle will need to be integrated within a full software development cycle incorporating features that enable its application by its target consumers for the defined intended use. A potential process for development of M&S tool is shown in Figure 2-3.

![Figure 2-3: A potential process for M&S tool development and deployment](image)

The figure shows a potential process that integrates the simulation model development within the software development cycle. The box with the text “Model Development” in the center of the figure corresponds to “Stage I: Model Development” box in Figure 2-2 and includes all the steps involved. While the figure depicts a sequential process for the ease of presentation, the development process can be iterative.
M&S tools that involve representation of multiple phenomena may be created by integrating existing tools and models that represent one or more of the phenomenon involved. A potential process for development of M&S tools that integrate multiple models is shown in figure 2-4.

![Diagram](image.png)

**Figure 2-4:** A potential process for development of M&S tools with integrated models

As shown in the figure, verification and validation of the integrated models is required. The figure shows a potential process. Such developments have been generally done on ad hoc basis and hence many variants of the process may have been used in practice. The figure shows a tight integration between selected M&S tools as it includes integration of their user interfaces and analysis capability in addition to the model integration. Alternative processes may include integration of the models via exchange of synchronous or asynchronous messages without integrating user interfaces and analysis capabilities. At times, additional models may be developed afresh and integrated with existing models.

It should be noted that while there are a few definitions of recommended process to develop simulation models and there are alternatives defined for software development, there isn’t a process defined for development of M&S tool, i.e., software that includes a simulation model. One would imagine that M&S tools would be developed using the structured software development processes. However, Arthur and Nance (2007) report that their findings indicate minimal use of formal software requirements engineering activities within M&S development with the exception of military and government projects. The NSF report on Simulation Based Engineering Science (SBES) points out that “entirely new approaches are needed for the development of the software that will encapsulate the models and methods used in SBES” (NSF 2006, p. 40).

The intent of the figures 2-3 and 2-4 is to provide a context for some of the best practices discussed in this report. The figures thus show potential representations since the development of detailed processes for M&S tool development with single or multiple models is outside the scope.
3 BEST PRACTICES

In this section a set of best practices are defined that are generally applicable across MS&A tools for all homeland security applications, indeed across all applications. The best practices are discussed with respect to homeland security applications where possible in view of the objectives of this report.

A number of best practices are generally applicable, that is, they can be used across all MS&A for homeland security applications. Indeed, the practices discussed in this section are applicable for all MS&A tools and not only those that are relevant for homeland security. The recommended best practices for MS&A are listed below and individually discussed following the list.

- Conceptual modeling practice
- Innovative approaches
- Software engineering practices/ software reliability
- Model confidence/ verification, validation, and accreditation
- Use of standards
- Interoperability
- Performance
- User friendliness and accessibility

The practices above are presented roughly in the sequence that they may be applied during the development and use of simulation software following the steps described in the previous section. The first four practices will primarily impact the model development stage while the latter four practices will impact the use of the model. All of them will need to be addressed during the model development stage. For example, the features for user friendliness and accessibility will have to be built in during the model coding step and will have a major impact on the use of the model.

3.1 Conceptual modeling practice

Practice Introduction

Modeling involves development of a conceptual model to represent the real life system of interest. It requires proper abstraction, that is, identification of potentially important factors in the real life system to incorporate them in the conceptual model. It includes translation of the intended use(s) of the MS&A tool into scope of the model, development of conceptual model(s), and selection of the modeling paradigm. It has been said that modeling is an art and not a science. It may be hence hard to define a detailed guide for the conceptual modeling practice.

It should be noted that the conceptual modeling practice may be considered part of the design phase of the software engineering process. Under the recommended spiral approach, the modeling process may be repeatedly used for defining the scope and detail level of the deliverable for the next development iteration.
There isn’t a widely agreed upon definition of a conceptual model particularly with reference to MS&A applications. Lacy et al. (2001) identify two types of conceptual models: a domain-oriented model that provides a detailed representation of the problem domain and a design-oriented model that describes in detail the requirements of the model and is used to design the model code. The former captures the users’ point of view while the latter captures the model designer’s point of view. The simulations that model physics of the phenomenon may use conceptual models that are quite different from those representing socio-technical systems. The conceptual models in such cases may be representations of involved geometries and physics.

A critical modeling decision is the identification of an appropriate modeling paradigm to represent the phenomena of interest. The two major paradigms are discrete event and continuous simulations with multiple implementation approaches within each such as system dynamics, physics based models, cellular automata, and agent based modeling. The phenomena of interest in the homeland security context include a wide variety such as dispersion of plumes, behavior of population following a major incident, movement and actions of emergency responders, and spread of wild-fire through forests and residential areas. It can be seen that the wide variety of phenomena may require different modeling paradigms for a suitable representation. For example, plume dispersions may be modeled using physics models with differential equations representing associated fluid dynamics in continuous paradigm, behavior of population may be modeled using agent based simulation in discrete event paradigm, movements and actions of emergency responders may be modeled using discrete event simulation, and spread of wild-fire may be modeled using cellular automata in discrete paradigm. The physics based models are typically quite different from systems dynamics models even though both use continuous simulation paradigms.

Modeling paradigm appropriate to the phenomena being modeled and the intended use should be selected for translating the conceptual model to an executable code. In fact, an early selection of the paradigm can also guide the selection of the method for conceptual modeling. For example, causal loop models are typically used to conceptualize the phenomena of interest for system dynamics modeling, one approach for continuous simulation. Process flow charts are typically used to conceptualize processes before developing discrete event models. Entity Relationship diagrams and use cases documented in Unified Modeling Language (UML) may also be employed for conceptual modeling of discrete event simulation models, though such use is not widely reported.

Conceptual models may be validated to the extent possible via model walk-throughs with subject matter experts, customers and end-users. If the conceptual models are based on mathematical equations, they may be validated using existing data on similar systems or a priori knowledge of the phenomenon being modeled. The validation of conceptual models is addressed in the Model confidence/verification, validation, and accreditation practice presented later in this report.

---

4 Assessing the correctness of the mathematical approximations in a conceptual model has been termed as “confirmation” by Thacker et al (2004).
Available guidance

There is some general guidance available for the conceptual modeling activity. Robinson (2006) points to the limited availability of specific guidance available but provides an overview of the general guidance available. Three basic approaches are suggested for guiding the process of developing conceptual models. These focus on principles of modeling, methods of simplification, and modeling frameworks.

Pidd (1999) suggests six principles of modeling:
- Model simple; think complicated,
- Be parsimonious; start small and add,
- Divide and conquer; avoid mega models,
- Use metaphors, analogies, and similarities,
- Do not fall in love with data, and,
- Modeling may feel like muddling through.

Zeigler (1976) provides four methods of simplification: dropping unimportant components of the model, using random variables to depict parts of the model, coarsening the range of variables in the model, and grouping components of the model. A number of other authors have provided their simplification methods (Robinson 2006) and can be referred to for additional guidance.

Modeling frameworks provide more specific guidance than the above two basic approaches. Frameworks can include specific steps, templates, or generic model structures for analyzing defined range of problems in identified domains. Guru and Savory (2004) present a set of tables as modeling templates useful for modeling physical security systems.

UML (OMG 2009a) is widely used for developing conceptual models for software design. Conceptual models of business processes have been developed using UML and translated into discrete event simulation (Teilans et al. 2008). Similarly UML models have been used for developing simulations of complex technical systems with software and physical components (Axelsson 2002).

Systems Modeling Languages (SysML; OMG 2009b) was developed through a joint initiative of the International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) and Object Management Group (OMG) Systems Engineering special-interest group. It can be viewed as an extension of UML for systems engineering applications. SysML has been used for conceptual modeling of M&S applications. Huang et al. (2008) report the use of SysML for developing models of wafer fabs. Rao et al. (2008) describe use of SysML for modeling global earth observation system of systems.

Physics-based models may use mathematical equations and schematic diagrams as conceptual models. No de jure standards were identified for conceptual modeling of physics based models. Steinhauser (2008) provides a classification scheme for the physics based models in materials science based on the scale of phenomenon into atomic, micro, meso, and macro. He identifies the use of quantum mechanics and microstructure simulations at the nanoscale and coarse-
grained atomistic simulations, and of classical particle approach solving Newton’s equations of motion at the meso- and macroscale.

The Real-time Platform Reference Federation Object Model (RPRFOM; SISO 1999) is a reference model that helps in developing conceptual models for distributed simulation models based on the High Level Architecture (HLA; Kuhl et al. 1999).

The Base Object Models (BOMs; SISO 2006) templates provide guidance for output of the conceptual modeling process. They serve as a foundation for the design of executable software code and integration of interoperable simulations. The BOMs include static description of real world in terms of conceptual entities and conceptual events. The BOMs also include interactions of the conceptual entities in terms of patterns of interplay and state machines to represent the corresponding real world relations. Together, the static and dynamic representations can be used as a basis for development of simulation model by the simulation software analysts.

The selection of a modeling paradigm is driven by nature of the problem. If the problem includes modeling of phenomenon that are best represented using continuous time such as spread of plume and flow of water out of a tank, the continuous paradigm would be appropriate. Some of the problems may be modeled either way based on the perspective of the modeler. In general, if events are to be modeled at detailed levels and individual units are to be tracked, discrete event simulation is more appropriate. If the interest is in modeling a phenomenon at high abstraction level, system dynamics models may be more appropriate. There isn’t much guidance available regarding selection of one paradigm versus the other. Tako and Robinson (2009) suggest that modeler tend to use the paradigm that they are more familiar with. Using an empirical study they conclude that users do not see much difference between the two based on looking at the outputs.

**Recommended Implementation**

This practice impacts the “model conceptualization” step in model development process (identified in figure 2-2). Good conceptual modeling practice includes identification and clear communication of the intended use of the model. The intended use and the anticipated contexts should be clearly documented. The intended use should drive the determination of scope of the model. The assumptions made as part of the conceptualization and abstraction of the model should be unambiguously defined and documented.

Developers should utilize the principles of modeling provided by Pidd (1999), the methods of simplification provided by Zeigler (1976), and available modeling frameworks applicable to the problem under study. It is recommended that leading MS&A professionals involved in homeland security domain area develop modeling frameworks for guidance.

The conceptual models should be developed using SysML to enable wider understanding within the modeling and simulation community. If distributed simulation implementation is anticipated, the outputs of the conceptual modeling process should be documented using the Base Object Models and RPRFOM standards defined by Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization.
Admittedly, the SysML may not be well suited for developing conceptual models of physics based models that usually include mathematical equations and diagrams.

The selection of appropriate paradigm for modeling a problem should be determined only after careful consideration and not limited by the background of the modelers. If possible, people familiar with multiple paradigms should be involved in making the decision. Some of the available commercial software (e.g., AnyLogic and GoldSim) allow using a combination of discrete event, agent based, and system dynamics paradigms and should be considered if the problem requires multiple paradigms.

Use for Legacy vs New Applications

Similar to software engineering practice, good conceptual modeling practice should be used for all new applications. Good conceptual modeling practices should also be used to guide any enhancements in legacy applications.

Roles and responsibilities

Use of good modeling process is mostly dependent on the analysts involved in developing the model and the users who help define the desired capabilities of the application. Program and project managers should ensure that the development and documentation of conceptual models is part of the project plan and that it is adhered to. The customers and selected end-users should participate in the validation of the conceptual models to establish a good platform for the implementation of the models.

Costs/benefits

Good conceptual modeling practice can provide several benefits. Balci et al. (2008) recommend conceptual modeling as the primary means to increase reuse among M&S applications and consequent significant economic benefits. Emergency response management problem domain is used as an example to discuss the use and benefits of conceptual modeling. They present a number of benefits of conceptual modeling including assistance in designing M&S applications in the associate problem domain, enabling effective communications in large scale M&S projects, assistance in overcoming complexity of designing in large scale M&S applications, and assistance in verification and validation of the M&S applications.

Metrics

The achievement of this practice can be judged along a continuum going through the following stages:

- Use of conceptual modeling reflected by documented models
- Use of conceptual modeling compliant with identified standards.
- Use of modeling frameworks and conceptual models available for the problem domain.
A potential associated measure is percent reuse of available conceptual models in development of the M&S application.

**Practice Conclusion**

Use of conceptual modeling before moving to programming the simulation model is a best practice in M&S application development. A standard modeling language such as SysML improves the communication of the conceptual model within and outside the project team. The conceptual model should be translated into simulation code with a paradigm that is appropriate for the problem under study. The adoption of M&S for homeland security applications can be substantially accelerated through the development of modeling frameworks and reusable conceptual models.

### 3.2 Innovative approaches

**Practice Introduction**

This practice refers to the use of innovative and unique elements in MS&A tools that enable new applications or improve the possibility of the use of the tools through such features as more accurate output in limited time, improved user experience, and lower requirements for infrastructure than others. An example of use of innovative approach is the RealOpt system developed by researchers at Georgia Tech for planning large-scale emergency dispensing clinics to respond to biological threats and infectious disease outbreaks. The system will be useful for public health administrators for quickly evaluating clinic design and staffing scenario following a bio-agent release or identification of a rapidly spreading disease. The RealOpt system uses innovative combination of heuristics and simulation to reduce the computation time for developing facility layout and staffing recommendation. For a test smallpox scenario, RealOpt provided its recommendations within 1 CPU minute compared to 5-10 hours required by a prototype system built using commercial software (Lee et al. 2006).

The field of computer simulation, particularly for modeling physical phenomenon, has gained from innovative algorithms since its advent in late 1940s. A major step was the development and use of Metropolis algorithm in 1953 that employed Monte Carlo method to calculate the equation of state in two dimensions for a system of rigid spheres (Steinhauser 2008). Two other algorithms, the Fast Fourier Transform developed in 1965 and Fast Multipole algorithm developed in 1987, led to significant reductions in computations for simulation of physical phenomenon. All the three algorithm mentioned above have been identified as among the ten most significant algorithms of 20th century (Dongarra and Sullivan 2000).

The development of innovative algorithms and increasing computing power has opened up opportunities for modeling larger and more complex problems than in the past. Multiple challenges hence continue to be identified as new and more complex problems get targeted. The increasing availability and use of technology has also given rise to the challenge of dealing with vast amounts of data. A large number of tracking systems, sensors, and data logging applications are continuously collecting data for many aspects relevant to homeland security applications.
Simulations themselves can generate volumes of data. There is more data being generated than can be analyzed with current human and computing resources. Another challenge is determining provenance of data, the lineage of data in terms of various key events that occur during its lifecycle and other related information associated with the events. Provenance can help users to share, discover, and reuse data and thus help in collaborative analysis. Provenance is clearly important for intelligence applications associated with homeland security to ensure that quality data is used for analysis and supporting decision making. For MS&A applications, provenance of data can be used to identify the data processed using accredited M&S tools and to differentiate between assumptions and empirical data for improved understanding of results. Overall, a number of challenges exist where innovation can help and in turn can open up opportunities for increased applications for MS&A.

**Available guidance**

The guidance in the area of innovative approaches comes from academics who have analyzed innovation in industry and proposed theories and frameworks. Anthony et al (2006) credit Professor Clayton Christensen of Harvard Business School for developing the disruptive innovation theory. Professor Christensen suggests looking for new ways to meet and grow the demand of customers who may be looking for lower cost products that provide the basic functionality. Anthony et al. (2006) suggest three ways for organizations to create growth through disruption as listed below.

1. The Back Scratcher: Make it easier and simpler for people to get an important job done.
2. The Extreme Makeover: Find a way to prosper at the low end of established markets by giving people good enough solutions at low prices.
3. The Bottleneck Buster: Expand a market by removing a barrier to consumption.

The three ways above have been proposed for companies competing in commercial environment. However, organizations developing modeling and simulation for homeland security applications can utilize these basic approaches to guide innovation. For example, any innovative approaches that remove the barrier of long computation times can be classified as the bottleneck buster approach.

Goffin and Mitchell (2005) present a pentathlon framework for innovation strategy management. They recommend that organizations work on all the five elements of the pentathlon framework listed below.

1. Creating an innovation strategy
2. Generating ideas
3. Prioritizing and selecting from these
4. Implementing the ideas selected
5. Involving people from across the business.

They suggest that innovation strategy be created considering the stakeholder satisfaction, particularly that of the end users. Again, while the framework has been proposed for commercial environments, it is applicable to the technical area discussed here.
While most available literature on innovation is focused on commercial environments, there is some work focusing on technical areas. Rushby (2006) presents an example of harnessing disruptive innovation for finite state model verification. He presents satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) solver as a disruptive innovation. It uses techniques for theorem proving in ways that enable model checking of computer programs. Paul et al. (2006) implement and evaluate an innovative approach for simulation training acquisitions. The approach proposes acquisition of training as a service acquisition with a private sector “tool vendor” marketplace to support it rather than as an acquisition of training simulators that has been case traditionally. The challenges in the implementation of such an approach are identified. It is recommended that a prototype be developed first and development and implementation plans for the prototype are provided. Smith (2007) identifies game technology as a disruptive innovation in the military simulation training field. Serious games, application of game technology to serious training applications, allow the military to meet the training needs for a large number of personnel distributed all across the globe at a much lower cost than the typical large war simulations they use. There is potential for a similar disruptive application of game technology for homeland security training applications.

Recommended Implementation

Innovative approaches can be used to improve all steps in model development process (shown in figure 2-2) and in M&S tool development process (shown in figures 2-3 and 2-4). The scientific community is occasionally accused of looking for highly sophisticated approaches that may be applicable for few complex cases while the need may be for better ways of satisfying the basic applications for a large number of simple cases. This indeed appears to be the premise of disruptive innovations. It is recommended that the developers and implementers of homeland security applications employing modeling and simulation focus on identifying innovative ways to meet the needs of the involved organizations and end users. The developers and implementers should identify the promising approach among the three suggested by Anthony et al. (2006) and listed above as they embark on identifying new applications. Their home organizations should create a supportive environment for innovation using a framework such as the pentathlon mentioned above.

Use for Legacy vs New Applications

Innovative ways can be employed to use legacy applications in new ways or for modifying them using new approaches. The modification of legacy applications using new approaches may be almost as demanding as developing a new one and coupled with the availability of new technology, it may not be a worthwhile endeavor. It would be better to develop a new application that uses the innovative approach and builds on the latest technology.

New MS&A applications can definitely gain from use of innovative approaches. Developers should question each part of the design of a new MS&A application to ensure that the best possible approach is being used rather than simple rewrite of traditional approaches using new software and hardware technologies.
Roles and responsibilities

The primary opportunity for introducing innovation in development and implementation of modeling and simulation for homeland security applications is available to the modelers and programmers. They should identify innovative approaches for modeling the phenomenon being addressed and for deploying it for use. All aspects of modeling and its translation to executable code need to be considered for improvement including the math, computer code, data, and analysis procedures. The math needs to be well understood before innovating. Innovative approaches should be especially considered for reducing computations as exemplified in the case of RealOpt mentioned above. They also need to consider the inputs and outputs of the simulations and to develop innovative ways to minimize the time required for providing the inputs and the fully understand the outputs.

While the primary opportunity is available to developers, innovation is not limited to that role only as clear from the work of Paul et al. (2006) mentioned above that looked at innovative business models for simulation training acquisitions. Everyone intimately involved with an application, including program managers and end users, should be looking out for improving all aspects of modeling and simulation for homeland security applications. The premise of disruptive innovations, i.e., that of looking for new ways of doing things that impact a much larger number of end users with basic requirements, should be considered in identifying program and project objectives.

Costs/benefits

No documented cost benefit analysis was found on use of innovative approaches in MS&A applications and hence some related studies are considered for indication. Homeland security related applications of MS&A will typically be totally or partially funded by public sources. There may be some instances of such applications in commercial arena such as risk analysis for insurance purposes. Powell (2006) discusses a standard benefit-cost methodology for publicly funded science and technology programs. It is suggested that both social returns (return to nation and project participants on total investment from all sources) and public returns (returns to nation attributable to the public funding) be computed. The report quotes results from earlier studies indicating private rate of returns averaging 25%-36% and social rate of returns averaging 50%-70%. A study commissioned by DoD on effectiveness of M&S in weapons systems acquisition process found that M&S reduced risk throughout development cycles, improved system performance, and lowered total life cycle costs. Most programs studied cited cost avoidance or resource conservation as benefits (Patenaude 1996). A National Research Council report estimates a return of investment of 25:1 through use of M&S in small acquisition programs with no more $20M invested in simulation (NRC 1997). Gordon (2000) presents a collection of anecdotal evidence for benefits from simulation for defense applications across war gaming, experimentation, assessment, acquisition, evaluation, training, and decision support to combat operations. He suggests that the benefit of M&S should be evaluated in terms of the combat readiness gained rather than cost savings.
**Metrics**

The metrics for use of innovative approaches are generally defined for commercial environments and are related to investment in research and development and number of new products. Dehoff et al. (2007) propose return on innovation investment (Internal Rate of Return for each innovation project against annual project expenditure) and freshness index (revenue from products launched in last 3 years against total annual revenue). Chan et al. (2008) provide a list of thirteen metrics identified through a survey of companies. The metrics that may be applied to a non-commercial environment include:

- Customer (end-user) satisfaction with new products or services,
- Numbers of ideas and concept in the pipeline, and,
- Number of new products and services launched.

The above may apply to an organization involved in research and development of MS&A for homeland security applications. A similar list is proposed below for innovation metrics for an application or a group of related applications.

- Customer (end-user) satisfaction with new features in application
- Numbers of ideas and concept for new features in the pipeline
- Number of new features released
- Number of new M&S tools put in use
- Number of new homeland security applications based on MS&A

**Practice Conclusion**

Organizations involved in development of MS&A for homeland security applications should continually search for innovative features and capabilities that may help the end-users in harnessing the power of the MS&A tools for any of the application types. They should also take advantage of evolving computer and networking technology for application of MS&A capabilities to new problems. The lessons learned from previous implementations should be used to identify the needs for innovative approaches.

Use of innovative approaches may help in any or multiple of a number of aspects including developing a better conceptual model, populating it with data, executing the simulation faster, analyzing the outputs, and disseminating the results to the decision makers. In general, all development organizations do continually look for the best solutions to problems at hand. However, specific attention to policies, procedures, and organization support to encourage innovation may create a supportive environment for increased innovative activity.
3.3 Software engineering practices/ software reliability

Practice Introduction

Software engineering practices refer to the approach used to design and develop modeling and simulation software for the purpose of this report. Clearly this practice would apply only when a new MS&A based application needs to be developed. In some cases, analysts may be able to use a commercial or government off the shelf tool for an application. In such cases, the use of software engineering may apply only to any interfaces and/or middleware that may be needed for access by the decision maker, for accessing data, and for interacting with other applications.

Use of a systematic approach to develop and test the software increases the confidence that it can be executed to generate the results, i.e., improves the reliability of the software and repeatability of results. Use of good software engineering practices makes the task of development well organized and the generated code itself well organized, well documented, and easy to maintain. A formal definition of software engineering is provided below.

Software engineering is the application of a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable approach to the development, operation, and maintenance of software, and the study of these approaches; that is, the application of engineering to software (IEEE 2004).

MS&A tools are a specialized kind of software and hence should be created using mature software engineering practices. Nance and Arthur (2006) strongly recommend a focus on software requirements engineering in simulation model development. Use of such practices will ensure that the MS&A tools have the required capabilities and it is reliable among other benefits.

Available guidance

The software development processes used for developing MS&A tools should qualify among higher levels of the Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) of the Software Engineering Institute (SEI). CMMI provides a process improvement approach for improving the maturity of the software development process using a structured approach and elements. It is based on earlier standards including Capability Maturity Model (CMM) from SEI and EIA-731 Systems Engineering. CMMI describes five distinct levels of maturity (Royce 2002):

- Level 1 – initial – unpredictable results,
- Level 2 – managed – repeatable project performance,
- Level 3 – defined – improving project performance within an organization,
- Level 4 – quantitatively managed – improving organizational performance, and,
- Level 5 – optimized – rapidly reconfigurable organizational performance as well as quantitative, continuous process improvement.

A number of guidelines have been developed over the years for software development process. A good source is the Guide to Software Engineering Body of Knowledge (IEEE 2004) developed under the auspices of IEEE Computer Society. The IEEE/EIA 12207 standard for software lifecycle processes subsumed earlier standards including ISO 12207 and J-STD-016, which in turn superseded MIL-STD-498 that superseded DoD-STD-2167 and DoD-STD-7935A. The
IEEE/EIA 12207 defines software lifecycle processes including its industry implementation, life cycle data, and implementation considerations (IEEE 1996 and 1997). It has been adopted by the US Department of Defense (DoD) as a software development standard. The standard defines processes in three categories, primary life cycle processes, supporting life cycle processes, and organizational life cycle processes. It should be noted that the supporting life cycle processes include verification and validation processes that refer to qualification testing of the software. The verification and validation processes for MS&A tools are specialized and hence addressed separately in the next best practice.

The whole development process should be driven by user requirements. The set of requirements should be developed based on clearly identified and documented intended uses of the system. The intended use documentation may at time be variously referred to as system specification, user requirements, or functional requirements. Balci (2004) recommends use of a tool like Evaluation Environment for collaborative application of a quality model and emphasizes the need for rigorous quality assessment of M&S products including M&S requirement specification.

The overall software development process may follow an established model such as the waterfall, prototype, or spiral. The latter two may also be seen as part of the agile software development model. The waterfall development model is a linear development process with detailed planning for the full length of the project, while the agile approach is a combination of linear and iterative development processes with detailed planning for only the next increment. In case of agile model, each increment should follow a structured development cycle from requirements to testing. Agile approaches are recommended if the development team has close access to users, else a waterfall model may be more appropriate. Also, a CMMI based approach may be suitable for large multi-team multi-site long living simulation projects while agile approaches may be suitable for small simulation projects (Sargent et al. 2006).

Few simulation development projects focus on requirements with the notable exception of those developed by military and government agencies (Nance and Arthur 2006). Two notable examples of emphasis on requirements in simulation development are identified. The first one is on waste management (Miller et al. 2003) while the second one is on Global Systems Simulation Program primarily using continuous system simulation (Drake et al. 2009).

Oberkampf et al. (2007) suggest that CMMI approach is not suitable for M&S applications and present a predictive capability maturity model (PCMM) that should be used to ensure the maturity of the computation simulation process elements. While the elements are suitable for and are indeed recommended for assessment of practices later in this document, the overall PCMM model does not appear to assess and promote a requirements driven software engineering practice as is the case with CMMI or the spiral approach.

**Recommended Implementation**

The use of good software engineering practice should extend throughout the development process of the MS&A tool (shown in figures 2-3 and 2-4). The proposal for development of a MS&A tool should identify the CMMI maturity level of the proposing organization and the
defined plans in the proposal should reflect the use of good software engineering practice. An exception may be made for academic organizations if the MS&A tool development involves substantial research issues. With the wide range of phenomenon that can be addressed for homeland security applications of MS&A, there may be a number of research issues to be tackled. It is recommended though that the development of the research version of the tool should also follow structured approaches and a partner organization should be involved for transitioning to production version of the tool. A spiral approach may be more suited for development of the research version of the tool.

The MS&A tool development effort should go through a full software development cycle including planning, requirements analysis, design, coding, unit testing, and acceptance testing. The process should include good software configuration management, development of information models, and detailed documentation. The testing steps may overlap with verification, validation, and accreditation, part of the best practice devoted to that topic.

In general it is recommended that the MS&A tools for homeland security applications be developed for usage across a number of jurisdictions. The development process for such an environment is generally recommended to be CMMI based. Developing applications for potential multi-site applications would require a large effort to gather user requirements. However, such efforts can be quite time consuming. A hybrid approach is recommended where a prototype should be developed using a spiral approach working with a select small group of users followed by development of the version for deployment across multiple sites using a CMMI based approach. Availability of a prototype is expected to significantly accelerate the process of generating requirements from the users at multiple sites.

An iterative approach is recommended for development of the prototype versions of MS&A tools to ensure that the development meets the needs of the users. Iterative approaches include spiral and agile methodologies such as extreme programming. Nearly all agile methodologies use some variation on spiral development (Kussmaul 2005). The emergency managers and first responders are the primary users of the outputs of MS&A tools for planning and operations applications. These primary users in general may not have a good understanding of MS&A tools. Use of an iterative approach will allow educating the selected primary users on the capabilities of MS&A tool and have them adjust their specified requirements and generate appropriate additional requirements through successive iterations. The underlying assumption here is that the developers have a close access to the primary users for development of the prototypes. The MS&A tools development process may follow the CMMI based approach all through if this assumption does not hold. The key idea is that a structured requirements-driven approach should be followed for development of MS&A tools. The specialized nature of MS&A tools should not translate into informal unstructured development.

**Use for Legacy vs New Applications**

Good software engineering practices should be used for development of all new MS&A applications. They should also be used for any modifications and enhancements to legacy MS&A applications. If the legacy application is quite outdated and is very hard to modify due to
original development being unstructured, redeveloping the application using good software engineering practices and the latest technologies should be seriously considered.

Development of new applications should follow the recommended hybrid approach. However, for modifications or redevelopment of legacy applications a CMMI based approach should be used since the legacy application can serve as the prototype to accelerate the generation of additional requirements by multi-site multi-team users.

Roles and responsibilities

Developers of MS&A tools for homeland security applications have the primary responsibility to utilize good software engineering practices. The developers may include national laboratories, DHS university centers of excellence, and commercial organizations.

The end users of the MS&A tools need to stay closely involved in providing and updating requirements and feedback on the successively developed versions under the spiral approach. The users need to be deeply involved in defining the requirements if a waterfall approach is used. The end users may include personnel from federal, state, or local organizations executing homeland security functions including emergency response, border protection, aviation security, etc. depending on the scope of the MS&A tool.

The contracting program manager would need to ensure that the contractor organization follows software engineering processes that qualify for higher maturity levels of CMMI and that the submitted project plans and other documentation reflect the use of a structured approach.

Costs/benefits

Use of good software engineering practices results in higher productivity, higher quality software, less maintenance, and faster cycle times among other benefits. Rico (2002) calculated a benefit to cost ratio of 11:1 and a return on investment of 1,044% through use of CMMI. It should be noted that Rico (2002) indicated that other methods for software process improvement may provide higher returns on investment. Galin and Avrahami (2006) considered 19 studies to calculate benefits of CMM programs. They found mean improvements of 48% in error density, 52% in productivity, 39% in rework, 38% in cycle time, 45% in schedule fidelity, 63% in error detection effectiveness, and 360% in ROI.

Metrics

Pursuant to use of CMMI as the guidance for improving the software engineering practices, the associated maturity levels should be used to identify the current practice and to set targets for improvement. In addition, similar to the study by Galin and Avrahami (2006), performance measures for the MS&A software development effort should include error density, productivity, rework, cycle time, schedule fidelity, error detection effectiveness, and ROI.
Practice Conclusion

The best practice for MS&A tool development is to follow a structured software engineering process that is driven by requirements. The actual guidelines used (such as CMMI, or IEEE/EIA 12207) would depend on the developing and contracting organization, but it should follow a disciplined focus on requirements and a structured process to build and deliver to them. It is recommended that a hybrid approach be used combining an iterative approach for the development of the initial prototype and a CMMI based process for the version for deployment to users (generally referred to as the production version in software industry).

3.4 Model confidence/ Verification, validation and accreditation procedures

Practice Introduction

M&S applications are of little value if there is not a high degree of confidence in their results. Homeland security decisions based on models and simulations must be reliable, they may involve national security, loss of human life, and/or large expenditures of public funds and other resources. It is critical that a model or a simulation and associated data are correct. Verification, validation, and accreditation (VV&A) procedures are the mechanisms that are typically used to assure quality in modeling and simulation. VV&A helps ensure the reliability of simulation models and data for a specific intended use. The U.S. Department of Defense has invested considerable resources in the establishment of VV&A procedures.

VV&A terminology has been defined by the U.S. Department of Defense as follows: Verification is the process of determining that a model or simulation implementation and its associated data accurately represent the developer’s conceptual description and specifications (DoD 2009). Validation is the process of determining the degree to which a model or simulation and its associated data are an accurate representation of the real world from the perspective of the intended uses of the model (DoD 2009). Accreditation is the official certification that a model or simulation and its associated data are acceptable for use for a specific purpose (DoD 2009). Accreditation is conferred by the organization best positioned to make the judgment that the model or simulation in question is acceptable. An accrediting organization may be an operational user, a program office, or a contractor, depending upon the purpose of the model or simulation.

The M&S tools used for homeland security applications should go through structured verification, validation and accreditation (VV&A) procedures. It is understood that DHS is developing formal VV&A policies. Until the policies are developed, it is recommended that M&S tools for homeland security applications go through a structured verification and validation (V&V) approach. Some of the available structured V&V procedures are discussed in this section. Formal accreditation should be carried out once the official DHS policy for VV&A is available.
The V&V process should utilize a set of validated data. The U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) learned over time that V&V of a model cannot be decoupled from validation of data (Blake, 2008). A best practice should include validation of data as part of the VV&A procedures.

Available guidance

The V&V process should be driven by the same requirements as used for the development of the MS&A tool. The V&V plan should be based on the prioritization of different phenomena modeled by the particular MS&A tool. Phenomena Identification and Ranking Table (PIRT) can be used for prioritizing the V&V efforts including the development of test data for physics based M&S tools (Trucano and Moya, 1999). PIRT involves definition of the primary drivers for the use of the modeling tool, and development of a table incorporating the phenomena modeled, their importance, and the adequacy of the modeling with respect to the intended use. More effort should be spent on V&V of the tools with respect to the phenomena that are evaluated to be at high priority through PIRT. Similarly, test data sets should be focused on testing the tool’s capability for modeling the high priority phenomena.


The standard for modeling and simulation from National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA, 2008) has the overall goal “to ensure that the credibility of the results from M&S is properly conveyed to those making critical decisions.” Thus, while it covers a number of aspects related to use of modeling and simulation, one of the primary focus is on the credibility of the M&S results and hence on V&V. The standard defines three requirements each for verification and validation calling for documentation of the processes used and the results. A credibility assessment scale is defined that uses three categories that together include eight factors as follows: M&S Development (Verification, Validation); M&S Operations (Input Pedigree, Results Uncertainty, Results Robustness); and Supporting Evidence (Use History, M&S Management, People Qualifications). A five-level assessment of credibility is defined for each factor. M&S results can be assessed for each factor and the scores rolled up into a single number that represents the summary credibility assessment.

DoD has a VV&A policy (DoD, 2009) as well as significant guidance available on-line in the form of VV&A recommended practices guide (RPG; DoD, 2006). The VV&A RPG provides guidance across a wide range of topics that allows a user to select the applicable sections. For example, it provides guidance for validating new models, legacy models, and simulation data. The RPG is a good source for VV&A guidance.
The predictive capability maturity model (PCMM) presented by Oberkampf et al. (2007) assesses the maturity of the computation simulation process elements. With the emphasis in PCMM on assessment and reviews, user should have a higher confidence in the MS&A applications identified at higher levels of maturity. The PCMM is hence seen more relevant to the practice related to model confidence rather than software engineering practice discussed earlier.

The PCMM identifies six model elements that may be assessed on four levels of maturity. The six model elements are: representation and geometric fidelity, physics and material model facility, code verification, solution verification, model validation, and uncertainty quantification and sensitivity analysis. The four maturity levels are defined in general as below:

- **Level 0**
  - Little or no assessment of completeness and characterization
  - Individual judgment and experience
- **Level 1**
  - Some informal assessment of completeness and characterization
  - Some evidence of maturity
- **Level 2**
  - Some formal assessment of completeness and characterization
  - Significant evidence of maturity
  - Some assessments have been made by internal peer review
- **Level 3**
  - Formal assessment of completeness and characterization
  - Detailed and complete evidence of maturity
  - Essentially all assessments have been made by independent peer review

Oberkampf et al (2007) caution that the maturity of the process is not necessarily the same as predictive accuracy or the predictive adequacy required for a particular project. The PCMM assesses the achievement on identified elements and provides suggestions on composite assessment.

**Recommended Implementation**

VV&A practice will impact multiple aspects in model development and M&S tool development. It is clearly implemented in the verification and validation steps in the model development process (shown in figure 2-2). In addition, it will impact the data collection process since the data needs to be validated, and it will impact the model conceptualization step as conceptual models should be validated to the extent possible. The M&S tool development process (shown in figure 2-4) calls for use of V&V of integrated models if multiple models are utilized to address the problem.

The DoD VV&A recommended process guide (RPG) should be used for M&S applications for homeland security until guidance for such purpose is developed by DHS. It is recognized that while the verification and validation (V&V) steps in the RPG can be followed for homeland
security M&S applications, accreditation cannot be carried out until DHS identifies and authorizes agents for the purpose.

Briefly, the basic activities in the V&V process defined in RPG are as below (extracted from DoD 2006):

- Verify M&S Requirements – confirming that the requirements for the simulation match those needed for the current problem, and are correct, consistent, clear, and complete.
- Develop V&V Plan – identifying the objectives, priorities, tasks, and products of the V&V effort; establishing schedules; allocating resources; etc. in coordination with simulation development and accreditation plans.
- Validate Conceptual Model – confirming that the capabilities indicated in the conceptual model embody all the capabilities necessary to meet the requirements.
- Verify Design – determining that the design is faithful to the conceptual model, and contains all the elements necessary to provide all needed capabilities without adding unneeded capabilities.
- Verify Implementation – determining that the code is correct and is implemented correctly on the hardware.
- Validate Results – determining the extent to which the simulation addresses the requirements of the intended use.

Each of the above basic activities also includes specific activities contributing to data validation.

The accreditation follows the completion of the integrated M&S development and validation process. It includes the following steps (extracted from DoD 2006):

- Develop Accreditation Plan – the accreditation plan should identify all the information needed to perform the accreditation assessment and their priorities, tasks, schedules, participants, etc., in coordination with simulation development and V&V plans.
- Collect and Evaluate Accreditation Information – the information needed for the assessment is collected from the V&V effort and other sources and evaluated to determine its completeness.
- Perform Accreditation Assessment – the fitness of the simulation is assessed using all the evidence collected from the V&V effort and other sources, and an accreditation report and recommendations are prepared for the user.

The RPG should be referred to for more details on VV&A process.

Use for Legacy vs New Applications

Both new and legacy M&S applications should go through a VV&A process. In both cases, the VV&A process is integrated with the development process (development of completed model for new applications and of enhancements or modifications for the legacy application). The basic activities of V&V process defined above should be executed for new M&S applications. The extent of V&V for legacy applications depends on the amount of modification required for reuse. Major modifications, i.e., replacing or adding more than 30% of the code (DoD 2006), should require the complete modified model to go through the V&V process as defined above. Minor
modifications should require executing the basic V&V activities only on the parts added or modified.

**Roles and responsibilities**

Dedicated resources, identified as V&V agents, are recommended for executing the V&V process. The resources may be part of the M&S development organization or provided by an independent third party. The V&V agents should lead the basic V&V activities defined earlier. The users and the developers of M&S applications should be involved in the V&V activities in approve and assist roles respectively. The V&V agent should also receive guidance from the identified accreditation agent for the development. Figure 3-1 shows the roles and responsibilities as defined in the DoD VV&A recommended process guide (RPG; DoD 2006).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Typical Roles and Responsibilities Associated with M&amp;S VV&amp;A</th>
<th>User</th>
<th>M&amp;S PM</th>
<th>Developer</th>
<th>V&amp;V Agent</th>
<th>Accreditation Agent</th>
<th>SME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Define Requirements</td>
<td>Lead</td>
<td>Approve</td>
<td>Monitor</td>
<td>Assist</td>
<td>Review</td>
<td>Review Assist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Define Measures</td>
<td>Lead</td>
<td>Approve</td>
<td>Monitor</td>
<td>Assist</td>
<td>Assist</td>
<td>Assist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Define Acceptability Criteria</td>
<td>Assist</td>
<td>Approve</td>
<td>Monitor</td>
<td>Assist</td>
<td>Assist</td>
<td>Assist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan M&amp;S Development or Modifications¹</td>
<td>Assist</td>
<td>Lead</td>
<td>Assist</td>
<td>Assist</td>
<td>Assist</td>
<td>Assist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop V&amp;V Plan</td>
<td>Review</td>
<td>Approve</td>
<td>Review</td>
<td>Lead</td>
<td>Assist</td>
<td>Assist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop Accreditation Plan</td>
<td>Approve</td>
<td>Approve</td>
<td>Approve</td>
<td>Lead</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify Requirements</td>
<td>Lead²</td>
<td>Approve</td>
<td>Monitor</td>
<td>Lead² (primary)</td>
<td>Assist</td>
<td>Assist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop Conceptual Model²</td>
<td>Assist</td>
<td>Approve</td>
<td>Monitor</td>
<td>Lead</td>
<td></td>
<td>Assist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validate Conceptual Model³</td>
<td>Approve</td>
<td>Monitor</td>
<td>Assist</td>
<td>Lead</td>
<td>Assist</td>
<td>Assist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop Design³</td>
<td>Approve</td>
<td>Approve</td>
<td>Monitor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify Design</td>
<td>Approve</td>
<td>Monitor</td>
<td>Assist</td>
<td>Lead</td>
<td>Assist</td>
<td>Assist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implement Design</td>
<td>Monitor</td>
<td>Approve</td>
<td>Perform</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify &amp; Validate Data</td>
<td>Approve</td>
<td>Monitor</td>
<td>Assist</td>
<td>Lead</td>
<td>Perform</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify Implementation (Code)</td>
<td>Approve</td>
<td>Monitor</td>
<td>Assist</td>
<td>Lead</td>
<td>Assist</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Implementation</td>
<td>Approve</td>
<td>Monitor</td>
<td>Lead</td>
<td>Assist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validate Results</td>
<td>Approve</td>
<td>Monitor</td>
<td>Assist</td>
<td>Lead</td>
<td>Assist</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepare V&amp;V Report</td>
<td>Perform</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configure for Use</td>
<td>Assist³</td>
<td>Lead</td>
<td>Assist</td>
<td>Assist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gather Additional Accreditation Info</td>
<td>Monitor</td>
<td>Approve</td>
<td>Assist</td>
<td>Assist</td>
<td>Lead</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduct Accreditation Assessment</td>
<td>Monitor</td>
<td>Perform</td>
<td>Assist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


table entries:  
- Lead: The role leads the activity.  
- Approve: The role approves the activity.  
- Assist: The role assists the activity.  
- Review: The role reviews the activity.  
- Perform: The role performs the activity.  

1. In general, this activity is led by the M&S PM in new M&S developments and by the User in the modification of an existing application.
2. This activity is led by the V&V Agent when available and by the User when the V&V Agent is not available at the beginning of the effort.
3. This activity refers to development of new M&S designs as well as modification of existing M&S designs.

**Figure 3-1:** Roles and responsibilities for M&S VV&A (adapted from DoD 2006).
In the DHS context, the contracting program manager and project managers should ensure that the development plan includes the basic V&V activities defined earlier and that these activities are executed to the satisfaction of the users and subject matters experts. Ideally the contracting program manager should ensure availability of budget for V&V activities.

An accreditation agent from the identified authority should perform the accreditation with involvement from the users.

Costs/benefits

VV&A process is seen as a necessity and hence should not need to be justified on the basis of cost-benefit analysis. It provides confidence in the results of the model and thus enables decision making based on the outputs of the M&S applications. The benefits of VV&A accrue to the benefits of MS&A and include (DoD 2006):

- Enhanced simulation development process with little, if any, additional cost.
- Reduced overall net simulation development costs.
- Reduced risks and costs of making incorrect program decisions.
- Elimination of up-front, all-or-nothing, go/no-go decision.

DoD focuses on the benefit of reducing development and operational risks of M&S through V&V. The DoD RPG (DoD 2006) accepts that it is rarely economical to uncover and correct all potential defects in simulations through V&V. It identifies the objective of V&V as primarily to minimize the risk that the simulation will produce inaccurate results in a given application by finding all the critical defects. The benefit of V&V, hence, may be estimated in terms of reduced risks. As a corollary, there is a point beyond which the diminishing returns would not justify additional V&V effort. Feather (2004) describes the use of cost benefit trade space at NASA to guide the effort to increase reliability of complex systems. A similar approach may be used to ensure that validation effort is used in a cost effective manner.

Metrics

The metrics for the achievement of this practice should focus on the maturity of the VV&A process. The discussion on measures in the DoD RPG focuses on measures for assessing how well the simulation is able to address the associated M&S requirement, that is, on the last one of the basic activities listed above. It is proposed that maturity of the following basic activities in the DoD RPG be assessed and reported as metrics for achievement of the VV&A practice.

- Validate Conceptual Model
- Verify Design
- Verify Implementation
- Validate Results

The PCMM scheme of four maturity levels can be used to assess the maturity for each of the above basic activities. The maturity of the conceptual model validation for all MS&A
applications other than physics based models can be assessed using the general levels identified. For physics based models, the conceptual model can be viewed as comprising of the first two elements of PCMM, namely, representation and geometric fidelity, and physics and material model facility, and associated maturity levels used. The verify design, verify implementation, and validate results basic activities can be assessed using the maturity levels defined for the PCMM elements code verification, solution verification, and model verification respectively.

The assessment of the validity of the model is recommended to be done using uncertainty quantifications where a referent is available. The referent could be an experimental model or a very similar system to the one being modeled. Attempt should be made to quantify both the irreducible uncertainty (aleatory uncertainty) and reducible uncertainty (epistemic uncertainty) (Thacker et al. 2004). Roy and Oberkampf (2010) provide a framework for characterizing uncertainties from various sources including aleatory, epistemic, model form, and numerical approximation, and define an area validation metric.

*Practice Conclusion*

A structured VV&A process as part of the MS&A tool development life cycle is a best practice. Execution of a structured VV&A process provides increased confidence in MS&A application outputs and support for their use for decision making. The DoD VV&A RPG should be used as guidance for V&V for MS&A tools and associated data for homeland security application until DHS issues its own VV&A policies and procedures.

### 3.5 Use of Standards

*Practice Introduction*

The use of standards for MS&A for a homeland security application, or for that matter, any Information Technology (IT) application, allows it to be employed for other similar purposes at a much lower cost than one that doesn’t comply with standards. An excellent application that doesn’t conform to standards may be less useful to the enterprise than a good application that does since the standards enable it to be rapidly deployed at multiple sites. The use of standards hence is an important facet of best practice. The previous best practices referred to standards and widely accepted guidance for software engineering, conceptual modeling practice and V&V processes. The best practice discussed in this section concerns the compliance of the MS&A tools with applicable standards not covered in other practices discussed in this document. In general, a tool that uses standards will be easier to integrate with other tools and systems that also comply with the same standards. However, in some cases a tool can be integrated with other commonly used tools and systems (de facto standards) and provide similar benefits without actually complying with de jure standards.

*Available guidance*

Standards help the homeland security community make more effective and efficient use of MS&A applications. The standards must support the design, development, and implementation
of the MS&A applications. Examples of major categories of standards that are relevant to MS&A applications include Architectures, General Purpose Integration Interfaces, Domain-specific Integration Interfaces, Equipment Specifications, Operational Guidelines, Document Formats and Data (McLean et al. 2008).

Architectures support the overall design or structure of a system or system environment and interactions within a system of systems. Example includes the High Level Architecture that defines the interaction between distributed simulations, each representing a system. Integration interface standards facilitate the interoperation or data exchange between systems. General Purpose Integration Interfaces are used to integrate a wide variety of computer applications and are not specific to homeland security or related mission areas. Example interfaces include markup languages, image file formats, and database query languages. Domain-specific Integration Interfaces are specific to homeland security related areas, e.g., emergency communications message formats. Equipment Specifications define required capabilities, functional characteristics, or rules that ensure quality, safety, and health of users. Operational Guidelines define organizational structures, policies, procedures, and protocols. Document Formats specify layout and structure for documents in word processing, database, spreadsheet, graphic, presentation, printed, and encoded formats.

The Data standards can be classified by the associated major data elements that are relevant for MS&A for homeland security applications. Jain et al (2007) identify thirteen major relevant data elements, namely, Areas, Building-Structures, Chronology, Demographics, Environment, Hazard-Effects, Incident-Event, Infrastructure-Systems, Organizations, Policies-Procedures-and-Protocols, Response-Operations, Response-Resources, and Social-Behaviors. Applicable standards are identified for each data elements where available, for example, the Areas data can be defined using Content Standard for Digital Geospatial Metadata or Governmental Unit Boundary Exchange Standard among others.

Recommended Implementation

Use of standards will improve multiple steps in model development and M&S tool development. For example, use of standards for capturing data relevant to a model will substantially facilitate the data collection step in model development (shown in figure 2-2). Similarly use of a standard representation of the conceptual model will facilitate the model translation step. In the M&S tool development process (shown in figures 2-3 and 2-4), use of standards will facilitate the integration of tool components, integration of multiple models, and the integration of the M&S tool in the application environment among other benefits.

Overlapping competing standards make it difficult for developers of MS&A applications to select the ones that the applications should comply with. The key idea is to ensure that the applications are compliant with relevant de jure and de facto standards. Ideally one would want the applications to comply with all applicable standards, but that would require prohibitive development costs. One should identify the standards being used by other applications that the new MS&A application will interoperate with to guide the identification of relevant standards. Error in choice of standards is a lower risk option than not choosing any and developing proprietary interfaces and operating practices. Sriram et al. (2009) propose an approach for
harmonizing information standards across product design and business domains. A similar approach may be used for harmonizing standards in the homeland security modeling and simulation domain.

In some cases, DHS may have identified or sponsored development of integration mechanisms and applications that may integrate with MS&A applications. Such mechanisms and applications should be considered when identifying applicable standards. DHS Science & Technology (S&T) directorate has sponsored the development of Unified Incident Command and Decision Support (UICDS), a middleware that enables modular and scalable information sharing to meet the command and coordination needs for emergency response operations. MS&A applications of the planning and operations type should comprehend the availability of data and associated formats through UICDS. UICDS itself uses a number of standard formats for data inputs and outputs.

Use for Legacy vs New Applications

Both legacy and new applications need to comply with standards to allow their wider implementations. While new applications should be designed with interfaces that comply with applicable standards, legacy applications may require add on interfaces that allow such compliance. The add-on interfaces may read information in standard formats but provide it to the application in its native proprietary formats. Developers have to continually monitor the applicable standards to allow updating the interfaces corresponding to revisions and updates in standards.

Roles and responsibilities

The primary responsibility of ensuring compliance with standards is with the developers of the MS&A applications. Potential users and subject matter experts should help in identifying the applicable standards through clear specification of other applications and systems that the MS&A application will need to interoperate with during its intended use. Program and project managers for MS&A application development should ensure that the plans include identification of relevant standards and associated activities to ensure compliance. The plan should also include tracking of relevant new standards development efforts to ensure any available information is considered and to provide input to such efforts.

Costs/benefits

Use of standards leads to cost reductions in the long term. While no cost benefit studies were located for the use of standards for homeland security MS&A applications, other studies in the past in other areas have estimated significant benefits through use of standards or significant costs due to lack of standards infrastructure. Gallaher et al. (2002) estimated a benefit-to-cost ratio of 11.4 through the use of Standard for the Exchange of Product model data (STEP) in transportation equipment industries. White et al. (2004) estimate the total annual costs of inadequacies in supply chain infrastructures, including critical standards, to be in excess of $5 billion for the automotive industry, and almost $3.9 billion for the electronics industry.


**Metrics**

Implementation of the standards practice may be assessed using the level of compliance (high, medium, low) achieved by MS&A applications with respect to applicable standards. Only a few areas may have clearly accepted standards that the developers of MS&A applications can design to. It is recommended that DHS provide direction on applicable set of standards using a classification scheme similar to the one discussed above in available guidance. Until such direction is available, program managers should encourage developers to design the applications such that they comply with all the applicable standards and include reporting on standards used and the associated compliance levels.

**Practice Conclusion**

The use of standards enables wider use of the MS&A tools and hence is a recommended best practice. At times there are multiple standards for the same purpose. In such a case, one has to select the standard that is used more often than others in the specific simulation domain. It is important though to use a standard rather than using a custom practice or development for the purpose at hand. Developing MS&A applications such that they comply with all applicable standards will allow their wider and faster deployment and can generate substantial savings through increased reuse of such applications.

3.6 **Interoperability**

**Practice Introduction**

Homeland security applications cover a wide range of scenarios including man-made and natural disasters. A monolithic model to cover the wide range of scenarios is infeasible and would not be desirable for multiple reasons even it were feasible. Customized models for each scenario for each jurisdiction would be a highly inefficient way to use M&S. The most efficient approach is to develop generic data driven component models that can be integrated in combinations required to represent a scenario of interest for a jurisdiction. This approach requires that component models be interoperable.

Interoperability among component models can be established from a low level focused on network connectivity, generally defined as integretability, to a high level focused on alignment of conceptual models, generally defined as composability. Turnitsa (2005) provides a seven level model for conceptual interoperability as follows.

Level 0: No interoperability
Level 1: Technical interoperability
Level 2: Syntactic interoperability
Level 3: Semantic interoperability
Level 4: Pragmatic interoperability
Level 5: Dynamic interoperability
Level 6: Conceptual interoperability
At the highest level of conceptual interoperability, the assumptions, constraints, and the abstracted conceptual models among components are aligned, independent of their implementation platforms.

Admittedly, the level of interoperability of an MS&A tool with other tools and systems will be largely influenced by its compliance to standards. Interoperability is addressed separately to highlight the need in the homeland security application context. A high level of interoperability with other commonly used tools and systems is an indicator that the system is not duplicating any functions and it utilizes commonly available capabilities of other tools and systems. This also includes the capability of the tools to configure using data describing the scenario of interest. This improves the possibility of its use at other sites that use a similar set of tools and systems.

Available guidance

Improving interoperability of homeland security applications requires the development of the necessary infrastructure by the involved community. This includes common reference models, data dictionaries, glossaries, taxonomies, ontologies, and an architecture framework. The National Information Exchange Model (NIEM), an initiative under partnership between DHS, U.S. Department of Justice, and U.S. Department of Human and Health Services, “is designed to develop, disseminate and support enterprise-wide information exchange standards and processes that can enable jurisdictions to effectively share critical information in emergency situations, as well as support the day-to-day operations of agencies throughout the nation” (NIEM 2011). DHS has sponsored work in this area and is beginning to develop a coordinated approach. Jain and McLean (2008) define a component based architecture framework for simulation and gaming for incident management. McLean et al. (2008) provide a taxonomy for homeland security MS&A applications.

A few standards are available and efforts are in progress to develop more for the simulation interoperability area. The available standards include those for the High Level Architecture (HLA; IEEE 2000) and Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS; IEEE 1998). DIS defines the formats of detailed level messages exchanged between distributed simulation while HLA is a software architecture with a defined Application Programmers Interface (API). There are efforts underway to update both DIS and HLA through SISO product development groups.

Another notable effort underway is focused on developing interoperability standards for commercial-of-the-shelf (COTS) simulation packages (CSPs). A product development group under the auspices of SISO is developing guidelines for integrating models implemented using various CSPs. A first standard addressing reference models for common CSP interoperability problems has been approved in 2010(Taylor et al. 2010, SISO 2010b). Four types of interoperability reference models have been defined addressing entity transfer, shared event, shared resources and shared data structures between simulations. An initial implementation utilizes grid computing and HLA functionality implemented using web services.

The National Infrastructure Simulation and Analysis Center (NISAC), a program under the United States Department of Homeland Security’s Information Analysis and Infrastructure
Protection (IAIP) directorate, utilizes multiple integrated simulations of infrastructures for analyzing impact of man-made and natural incidents. NISAC utilizes Interoperable Distributed Simulation (IDSim) framework built using the reference implementation of the Open Grid Services Infrastructure (OGSI), Globus 3.2.1 (Linebarger et al. 2007). The framework has been used to integrate HLA federations with other simulations set up as IDSim federates.

MS&A applications can be considered as information systems. With that perspective, the Levels of Information Systems Interoperability (LISI) model can be considered relevant. The LISI model was developed by DoD Command, Control, Communications, Computer, Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance group (C4ISR 1998). The model can be used to develop an interoperability profile for an information system. It depicts five levels of interoperability, isolated, connected, functional, domain, and enterprise, using four attributes, procedures, applications, infrastructure and data. The model may need to be updated to remove biases based on its development in 1998 (SEI 2009).

**Recommended Implementation**

Improved interoperability will considerably facilitate the integration of simulation models, the integration of M&S tool components, and the integration of M&S tools in the application environment in the M&S tool development and deployment process (shown in figures 2-3 and 2-4).

The available standards and developing standards should be used up to the extent possible to improve the chances of integrating multiple homeland security MS&A applications that may be needed to study and analyze actual or potential events and responses. Development teams should strive for achieving higher levels of the conceptual interoperability model presented in Turnitsa (2005). While the COTS simulation package interoperability standard effort is in progress, the available information on interoperability reference models should be used to guide the development. The evolved versions of HLA and DIS should be used for guidance wherever the implementation includes use of distributed simulations.

**Use for Legacy vs New Applications**

All new MS&A applications should be designed and developed to be interoperable with identified applications that they may be required to integrate with to fulfill their intended use. If other intended uses are envisaged in near term, these should be included when defining the interoperability requirements. Legacy applications would need to be modified to allow them to be interoperable with other applications. Software artifacts such as adapters or wrappers may need to be built around the legacy applications to allow them to interoperate with newer applications. Such an effort could be significant but may be required to allow meeting homeland security objectives.

**Roles and responsibilities**

Potential users and subject matter experts guiding the development effort for new applications or modification effort for legacy applications should identify other systems and applications that the
subject application will be required to interoperate with to fulfill its intended use. Developers need to identify the level of interoperability required with the other identified systems and applications, the applicable standards, and design, implement, and test the application or modification accordingly. Developers should ensure that the validation effort should include simulation executions in operational settings with the MS&A application interoperating with other operational systems called for by its intended use. Program managers with responsibility to acquire the MS&A application should ensure that interoperability requirements are specified, the plans call for identifying and implementing the relevant standards, and the plans are implemented. They should also confirm that the test and evaluation of completed application includes tests for interoperability.

Costs/benefits

Interoperability of MS&A for homeland security applications can enable their reuse and in turn significantly reduce the development and implementation efforts. Interoperable applications can be implemented at multiple sites and thus reduce the development efforts that are executed currently for developing ad hoc applications. A large part of implementing MS&A applications goes towards integrating the application with a number of other systems including the operational interfaces that the target users employ in everyday operations and the systems that provide the input data required for MS&A. While a study with quantified estimates of the potential benefits of interoperability in MS&A application was not located, studies in other areas suggest that the benefits could be substantial. A study estimated that cost of inadequate interoperability of information technology systems in U.S. capital facilities industries at $15.8 billion per year (Gallaher et al. 2004). A NASA study in 2005 on cost benefit analysis of geospatial interoperability standards concluded that standards-based projects have a 119% ROI over the programs that did not implement standards (Longhorn and Blakemore 2007).

Metrics

Interoperability of MS&A applications may be assessed in two ways, standalone and pairwise. Standalone interoperability may be defined against a set of characteristics that facilitate an application being interoperable with other systems. These include use of neutral interfaces such as those using XML, and compliance with standards for distributed simulation such as HLA and DIS that may be applicable in their intended use environment. The pairwise interoperability may be defined among two MS&A applications that have to be integrated together for successful application in their common intended use environment. The level of conceptual interoperability model (LCIM) documented in Turnitsa (2005) may be used as a metric to assess the pairwise interoperability of MS&A applications.

The assessment of both standalone and pairwise interoperability requires identifying the MS&A applications, the systems or applications to be integrated, the operational systems, and the data sources that may be typically used in corresponding intended use environments. The intended use environment may be classified using the taxonomy for MS&A for homeland security applications defined by McLean et al (2008).
**Practice Conclusion**

Development of interoperable components allows efficient use of resources and is a recommended practice. The homeland security M&S community needs to work in a coordinated manner to develop the required infrastructure for achieving interoperability. Developers of M&S for homeland security applications need to employ practices that support interoperability such as use of XML interfaces, service-oriented architectures, and web services based on standards.

**3.7 Execution Performance**

**Practice Introduction**

The execution performance of an MS&A tool can be judged on multiple aspects including the execution time, the response times to various queries, and the hardware platform requirements. A system that executes quickly, responds to users’ queries promptly, and does not require unique and expensive hardware to execute allows wider use is preferred. It has to be understood that trade-offs have to be made between execution time, cost and fidelity. Generally, quick turnaround times may be achieved at low cost but for a model with low fidelity. High fidelity models generally require longer execution times and/or expensive hardware platforms.

The performance requirements differ based on the application type, that is, for training, operations planning, trans-incident operational support etc. The application needs to simulate phenomenon in real time for training, and much faster than real time for trans-incident real time operations support purposes. At times, approximations or effects based simulation is used in training applications to meet the need to execute the simulation in real time. The execution time is generally not a constraint for operations planning applications, but an application executing much slower than real time may see limited use.

It should be noted that a combination of tools may be used to meet the time constraints. The National Atmospheric Release Advisory Center (NARAC) uses tools with short computation times to provide approximate predictions on plume dispersion within minutes following an incident and follows it with more accurate predictions based on outputs of tools that require longer computation times (LLNL, 2009). Such a strategy is used due to the longer computation times of the tools that provide accurate predictions. If the execution performance of the tools can be significantly improved, it will be possible to provide more accurate predictions to support response operations and thus improve the response capabilities.

The execution performance improvement for simulation models are usually achieved by utilizing high performance computing (HPC) platforms. It involves parallelizing the code and distributing it across multiple processors of a HPC platform. In previous years, there were two clearly different HPC architectures, one used multiple processors each with its own dedicated memory while the other used multiple identical processors with access to a common shared memory. The latter architecture is commonly referred to as symmetric multi-processor (SMP). Recently, platforms with hybrid architectures have become more common. These platforms may use a cluster of SMP machines, thus having nodes with their dedicated memory but within each node
having multiple processors that are sharing the memory at that node. Methods have been
developed for improving code execution speed utilizing the original two architectures and the
more recent hybrid architectures. These methods can be utilized for improving execution
performance of the simulation applications.

Available guidance

The task of utilizing HPC platforms for improved execution performance requires high expertise
in the phenomenon being modeled, its representation in the code, and parallelization of codes.
The procedures to parallelize a simulation code have to be usually specifically designed for the
specific code and for the hardware configuration that the code is intended to run on. Given the
need to design procedures specific to a code at hand, only a couple standards are available to
guide the process.

There are de facto standards for two HPC platform architectures used for running parallelized
codes on distributed processors. The Message Passing Interface (MPI) (Message Passing
Interface Forum 2008) is currently the de facto standard for message-passing parallel
programming implemented on distributed processors with dedicated memory spaces (Chorley et
al. 2009). MPI offers a standard library interface that promotes the portability of parallel code
whilst allowing hardware vendors to optimize the communication code to suit particular
hardware.

More recently, compilers have been developed that are able parallelize some parts of the code for
execution on processors with shared memory. The OpenMP (OpenMP Architecture Review
Board 2007) is the current preferred standard for shared-memory programming. OpenMP offers
a simple and yet powerful method of specifying work sharing between program threads, that
leaves much of the low-level parallelization to the compiler.

Researchers are using hybrid MPI/OpenMP approaches for improving code execution
performance on the hybrid hardware architectures that utilize SMP machines as nodes in a
distributed platform. With the multiple evolving ways of setting up such hybrid architectures,
no standard guidance has been developed.

Recommended Implementation

Improved execution performance will directly impact the production runs and analysis step in the
simulation study process (shown in figure 2-2) and use of deployed tool step in the M&S tool
development and deployment process (shown in figure 2-3). Execution performance
improvement of the simulation code execution is a complex task and should be implemented for
applications that can lead to clear and significant benefits. Clearly, the applications that are
employed in trans-incident operational setting can lead to significant benefits from faster
execution and the ability to provide results faster. Also, simulation models for other
applications such as planning and training that take long time to execute, from hours to days, will
gain from shorter execution times since that will make them more likely to be used.
The efforts should follow the current de facto standards, Message Passing Interface for distributed memory platforms and OpenMP for shared memory processors, and thus reduce efforts required for performance improvement. Both the standards have been employed for trans-incident operations applications. Key models at National Atmospheric Release Advisory Center (NARAC) have been parallelized using a combination of Message Passing Interface (MPI) and OpenMP, in order to support both multiprocessor and massively parallel computing platforms available to them (Nasstrom et al. 2007). Parallel processing has also been used at Los Alamos National Labs for running a year worth of simulation using EpiSims in less than 24 hours on a platform with 300 processors (Goetz 2006).

Use for Legacy vs New Applications

The practice to develop simulations with good execution time performance is recommended for all new applications. It is particularly recommended for the applications intended for time sensitive environments such as trans-incident operations support and training. The hardware costs continually go down allowing higher computing power within the same or lower budgets. Applications should hence be designed to exploit the new hardware architectures for the benefit of emergency response and for the wider homeland security needs.

The use of execution performance improvement techniques for legacy applications should be considered on a case by case basis. The effort to parallelize the code for legacy applications could be significant and in some cases may exceed the effort to develop the original legacy application. The execution performance improvement may be aligned with a major redevelopment effort, if the need for one is identified for other functional reasons.

Roles and responsibilities

The implementation of this practice will require access to highly qualified resources for developing the applications capable of exploiting the HPC platforms. The program managers should ensure that there is a clear need for rapid execution of the simulation application and associated expected benefits to justify the large budget required for harnessing the highly qualified resources and acquire HPC platforms or access and time to such platforms. The intended users would need to participate actively in identifying requirements that make fast execution of the applications a critical success criterion. They need to also support the program managers in developing the business case for use of such applications. The developers of applications with good execution performance would need to identify the right hardware architecture that can be accessible for the intended use sites and utilize programming methods that are appropriate for the selected hardware architecture.

Costs/benefits

A study on cost benefit of high performance computing estimated a benefit cost ratio in the range of 2.6 to 4.6 in research environment such as a national laboratory, and around 1.4 in industrial environment (Tichenor and Reuther, 2006). The benefit of a HPC system considered in the estimation for a research environment considered time saved by engineers and scientists in solving advanced problems, while the costs considered included the cost of the system, the time
required to train users on it, prepare the application code(s) for parallel processing, launch the application(s), and administer the system. In an industry environment, the benefit considered was the estimated increased profit, while the costs included cost of the system, training costs, administration costs, and the cost of the software.

The above cost benefit ratios have been estimated for high performance computing in general and not specifically for improved execution performance of simulations. A number of researchers have identified the need for cost benefit analysis of parallel and distributed simulation to support their increased use across a wide range of environments.

Metrics

The metrics for execution performance improvements can be defined on two aspects. One would focus on the execution performance improvement achieved for the specific simulation model using code optimization and parallelization. The improvement is generally expressed as a ratio of old execution time to new execution time.

A second metric would be applicable in case of change in hardware for execution of the simulation model. A set of benchmarks, known as NAS Parallel Benchmarks (NPB), were developed for performance evaluation of parallel supercomputers by the Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation (NAS) program at NASA. These benchmarks suites can be executed on a hardware and the execution times can be used to evaluate its performance. Recent versions of the benchmarks are NPB 3.0 and GridNPB 3. NPB 3.0 is a set of implementation addressing OpenMP, High Performance Fortran (HPF), and Java, while GridNPB 3 is specifically designed to rate the performance of computational grids. The benchmarks are available on-line from NASA website (NASA 2009).

Practice Conclusion

The practice to improve execution performance of simulation models is recommended across all homeland security applications. It is highly recommended for simulation models that are designed for trans-incident operational support applications since faster results for such applications may lead to better response decisions that in turn may lead to reduced loss of lives and property. The execution performance improvements may be achieved through code optimization, distributing and parallelizing the code and through use of high performance computing (HPC) systems. Such improvements generally require high expertise and expensive equipment and hence a cost benefit analysis should be conducted before embarking on such an endeavor.

3.8 User friendliness and accessibility

Practice Introduction

The MS&A tools can be complex software applications and special attention needs to be placed on making them user friendly and ensuring that they have appropriate functionality and support
for decision making. The practice of ensuring that products can be used by intended users to achieve their tasks is also referred to as human centered design.

The users for MS&A tools vary across the different application types that include analysis and decisions support, planning and operations, systems engineering and acquisition, and, training, exercises, and performance measurement (please see section 4 for more information on application types). Users in analysis and decisions support would generally have analytical background and be comfortable with MS&A applications. Users for systems engineering and acquisition applications are also generally anticipated to be comfortable with computer software and interfaces. Current and potential users of MS&A tools for planning and operations may have wide range of backgrounds including some with analyst experience who are comfortable with such tools but perhaps a larger group of people with emergency response and management backgrounds whose routine responsibilities involve limited interaction with computers. Similarly, current and potential users of MS&A tools for training, exercise, and performance measurement applications are expected to come from varying backgrounds with majority of them with limited experience with computer application and particularly with such tools.

Majority of targeted users for MS&A tools may have experience in emergency management and generally limited exposure to complex software applications per the above discussion. The goal of the MS&A tool developers should be to create interfaces that make them accessible to all users. MS&A tools should be embedded within or seamlessly interfaced with operational systems commonly employed by the targeted users in their daily routine. The users should have easy mechanisms to trigger the MS&A tools and should have to input minimum number of decision parameters. The tools should be set to access all the input data automatically from available sources. The use of earlier recommended practices of use of standards and interoperability will facilitate setting up automatic interfaces to data systems and to other models.

The outputs of MS&A tools can be complex and they have to be disseminated appropriately to the user that may include incident management organizations for planning and operation and training, exercises, and performance measurement applications. The preferred dissemination mechanism for complex MS&A tools for operations application may be a reachback center that provides expertise in deciphering the outputs for use by the incident management personnel. For critical decisions, procedures should be defined for accrediting the analysts to ensure that they have the expertise to correctly use the MS&A tools and interpret its results. Such analyst accreditation has been suggested earlier for tools modeling the nuclear stockpile (Trucano and Moya, 1999). In other cases, user friendly interfaces may be built to ensure rapid and correct understanding of the MS&A tool outputs by the incident management personnel. Also, training should be provided to the incident management personnel in the use of the tools and interpretation of their results.

Of course, user friendly interfaces should also be built for users with quantitative and analytical background who may be focusing on analysis and decision support and systems engineering and acquisition applications of MS&A tools. Such user would generally not require support of experts for deciphering the results.
Available guidance

The user friendliness of MS&A applications can benefit from guidance available for computer systems in general. A set of international standards, ISO9241: Ergonomics of human system interaction, defines a number of aspects for computer interfaces including those for displays, input devices, menu dialogs, command dialogs and software accessibility (ISO 2001). One of the included aspects is tactile and haptic interactions that may be relevant for first person gaming and simulation tools. Another standard, ISO 13407: Human-centered design for interactive systems, provides guidance on activities for implementing a system with human centered design (ISO 1999). A follow-up publication ISO TR18529: Ergonomics -- Ergonomics of human-system interaction -- Human-centered lifecycle process descriptions, provides a usability maturity model that describes seven processes each of which contains a set of base practices (ISO 2000).

In addition to the means for interactions with the application, the content of the outputs provided by MS&A applications will have a large impact on their usability. The outputs should quantify the uncertainty associated with the results. The users for analysis and decision support and systems engineering and acquisition applications are expected to appreciate the uncertainty information. The incident management personnel involved in planning and operations may look for a clear yes or no answer while the MS&A tools may provide answers with associated uncertainties and sensitivities. Ideally in an operations application, the decision makers should have had experience deciphering the outputs and the associated uncertainties based on several exercise cycles utilizing the specific MS&A tools. They should be able to incorporate the uncertainty and sensitivity information in their decision making. Going forward, the training, exercise, and performance measurement applications should incorporate the uncertainty information and thus prepare the users for planning and operation applications.

The uncertainty in MS&A tool results may be identified using uncertainty propagation techniques or using sensitivity analysis. The NASA standard on modeling and simulation (NASA 2008) calls for documentation of the process used for uncertainty quantification and the results in a simulation study. Pilch et al (2006) provide an overview of a methodology, quantification of margins and uncertainty (QMU), for assessing the uncertainty in simulation results. The ratio of margin and uncertainty is used to provide a measure of confidence that modeled system will work as expected.

Recommended Implementation

Improved user friendliness will significantly impact the production runs and analysis and the documentation and reporting steps in a simulation study (shown in figure 2-2). Similarly, it will largely impact the use of the deployed tool in the M&S tool development and deployment process (shown in figure 2-3).

The requirements for MS&A applications should consider the aspects of human computer interactions defined in ISO9241. Similarly, the development plans for the MS&A applications should comprehend the activities defined in ISO 13407 and ISO TR 18259.
Special attention should be paid to the users for planning and operations and training, exercises, and performance measurement applications. The results should be presented to the incident management organizations using visualizations and terminology familiar to them and should include information on uncertainty associated with the results. MS&A tools should use geographic map displays for relevant outputs or interface with post processing tools that allow such displays. The dissemination of outputs thus would gain from use of standards and a high level of integration with other tools and systems.

MS&A tools should comply with section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (USGSA 2009). The act requires that information systems should be accessible to Federal employees with disabilities. The user interfaces for MS&A tools for homeland security applications should be developed with this consideration.

Use for Legacy vs New Applications

The need to make applications easy to use exists for both new and legacy applications. The requirements for new applications should include those for user interfaces and interactions and take into account the background and skill levels of the intended users. User interfaces and outputs of legacy applications should be thoroughly reviewed to identify opportunities for improvements in response time and quality of decisions based on the interaction with and results of the applications. It is usually possible to develop wrap around software that provides an improved interface for interactions with the applications. Similarly, it is also usually possible to add post processing software that can take outputs of the MS&A applications and present it using map displays. The addition of uncertainty information in the results may be a bit more challenging but advisable for improved quality of decisions.

Roles and responsibilities

The implementation of this practice requires deep involvement of representative intended users at the requirements stage for both new applications and medication of legacy applications. If the recommended spiral approach is used, the users need to actively provide feedback on the friendliness of the applications and their outputs during each iteration of the prototype and the final product. Program and project managers should ensure that such involvement of users is in the project plan and that the planned activities are executed. The developers should actively solicit input on the user friendliness aspects of the applications at every planned interaction with the target users throughout the development cycle.

Costs/benefits

The cost of human centered design includes the cost of people on the development team who apply the methods for the purpose. The benefits of such methods can extend on multiple aspects including reduced development costs, improved functionality, reduced learning times, reduced task times, and reduced errors. Some case studies have been carried out to determine the costs and benefits of human centered design. Such studies compare the cost of implementing the methods for human centered design with the alternative of making the changes and fixes identified by the methods at a later stage. A study of implementation of a mission planning
center at Israel Aircraft Industries indicated a cost benefit ratio of 1:15, and a study of joint application design process of the Inland Revenue in United Kingdom indicated a cost benefit ratio of 1:2.6 (Bevan 2005). While the ratios vary quite a bit, it is clear that the benefits can be significant.

_Metrics_

The system usability scale (SUS) may be used for a high level subjective view of usability and for comparison of usability among systems (Brooke 1996). It allows arriving at a score on a scale of 1-100 for the usability of a system. A more detailed assessment may be carried out that takes into account the context of use of the system including the intended users, their objectives in using the system and the environment in which the system is being used. The maturity model defined in ISO TR 18529 should be used to assess the processes used for human centered design.

_Practice Conclusion_

MS&A applications should have appropriate functionality and interfaces based on intended use and users. They should provide their outputs such that they support the user in making the right decisions. There should be special attention paid to making the MS&A tools accessible to users with limited exposure to complex software applications such as those involved in operations and exercises. The applications for operational use should allow rapid arrival at the outputs to support decision making. The outputs themselves should be designed for quick understanding by the users. Careful consideration of the task and the intended users in the development of the MS&A applications can significantly reduce development cost and improve performance.
4 RELEVANCE OF THE BEST PRACTICES TO MS&A APPLICATION TYPES

In this section the best practices are discussed with reference to the four major application types including, analysis and decisions support, planning and operations, systems engineering and acquisition, and, training, exercises, and performance measurement. It is noted that the applications types are not mutually exclusive with respect to MS&A tools. The same MS&A tools can be used for multiple application types. For example, a model can be used for training applications to show the effect of decisions made by trainees, and it can also be used for operations application to select best plan of actions through evaluation of multiple alternatives using simulations. Additional best practices based on the application type are discussed where possible.

The relevance of the best practices may differ by MS&A application types. For example, it is a best practice to verify, validate and accredit MS&A tools. The verification, validation and accreditation (VV&A) procedures may be applied differently across the MS&A application types. VV&A of MS&A tools for application in training, exercises and performance measurement needs to focus on having the simulations contribute to development of an environment that appears as close to real life as possible. The VV&A of tools for application in planning and operations, that is, to support decision making in emergency response, needs to focus on the simulations’ ability to predict the potential sequence of events. Ideally, MS&A tools for different applications should be verified and validated to represent the real world in all possible aspects. Unfortunately, the computing sciences and technology have not got to that point yet. For example, calculations to predict with high accuracy damages due to an explosion cannot be completed within the time it takes to have an explosion occur in a training scenario. Hence the option is to either pre-calculate the damages and allow the explosion to occur only at a predetermined place, or allow flexibility in the location of explosion and simulate damages that may be typical of such an explosion but not technically accurate. Pidd and Robinson (2007) discuss the focus on prediction versus insights for different simulation applications.

The applications and associated best practices are discussed based on the MS&A tools that were primarily designed and are used for that particular application type. Usually MS&A tools with training as the primary objective aim for running in real time and provide realism with a reduced emphasis on technical correctness. Alternatively, in training applications where technical correctness is critical, the calculations may be run offline ahead of time with the scenarios then restricted to the pre-calculated sequences. Tools for planning applications emphasize technical correctness and run time is not a major concern, while tools for operations need both technical correctness and execution time that are much faster than real time. Clearly, the tools designed for operations can be used for training and planning also. However, for the purpose of this report, the tools with both technical correctness and execution times that are much faster than real time will be considered as primarily for operations.

The relevance of the best practice to different application types is summarized in Table 3 (Table 1 presented in Executive Summary is reproduced as Table 3 for reader’s convenience). Major aspects of the relevance assessments are discussed in the following sub-sections.
Table 3: Relevance of Best Practices to MS&A Application Types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice</th>
<th>Analysis and Decision Support</th>
<th>Planning and Operations</th>
<th>Systems Engineering and Acquisition</th>
<th>Training, Exercises and Performance Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conceptual modeling practice</strong></td>
<td>Similar emphasis across application types</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Innovative approaches</strong></td>
<td>Similar emphasis across application types</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Software engineering practice</strong></td>
<td>Similar emphasis across application types</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model confidence/Verification, validation and accreditation (VV&amp;A)</strong></td>
<td>Focus on technical correctness for M&amp;S; Different for analysis tools</td>
<td>Critical; Focus on technical correctness</td>
<td>Focus on technical correctness</td>
<td>Focus on realistic appearance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Use of standards</strong></td>
<td>Emphasized for integration</td>
<td>Critical for operation use; Emphasized for planning</td>
<td>Emphasized for integration</td>
<td>Need to include compliance to Sharable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interoperability</strong></td>
<td>Emphasized for inputs and outputs</td>
<td>Critical for operation use; Emphasized for planning</td>
<td>Emphasized for inputs and outputs</td>
<td>Needed but not as much as for decision support or operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Execution performance</strong></td>
<td>Emphasized for allowing exploring multiple options</td>
<td>Critical for operations use; emphasized for planning</td>
<td>Needed at a level to support process</td>
<td>Critical to present realistic time responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>User friendliness and accessibility.</strong></td>
<td>Emphasized to support decision making</td>
<td>Targeted to incident management personnel</td>
<td>Low need due to highly skilled users</td>
<td>Emphasized to support trainees</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1 Analysis and decision support

As defined in section 2, analysis and decision support tools may be seen as focused on analysis rather than modeling and simulation (M&S). The best practices discussed in section 3 will need to be applied with different emphasis for the analysis and decision support application objective.
The emphasis will primarily be on dissemination of outputs since that is a key purpose for these tools. The other important practices are use of standards, interoperability, and performance. The VV&A practice may be used differently based on the type of the tool. A V&V methodology similar to that used for MS&A tools for earlier applications may be used for the cases where the tool is an environment with an embedded M&S tool, or for an M&S tool primarily used for reconstructing and analyzing incidents after they have occurred. A different V&V methodology may be used for analysis tools primarily to address errors in conceptual modeling, mathematical modeling, and where applicable, discretization, algorithm selection, programming activities, numerical solution, and representation of the output.

### 4.2 Planning and operations

All the best practices identified in section 3 for MS&A are applicable for the operations applications. The V&V aspect is critical for operations applications since MS&A tools outputs may support decisions that may affect human lives. The incident management organizations have to have a high degree of confidence in the outputs of the tools and that may be provided through the use of a rigorous V&V process. Along with the model validity, the need to support critical decisions also demands that the data used as input to the models should be the best available and should be validated to the extent possible.

The user friendliness of the MS&A tool, particularly of the interface available to the incident management personnel for understanding the tool’s outputs is another critical aspect for operations applications of MS&A. The incident management decision makers should clearly understand the predictions provided by the model with the associated uncertainties before acting on them. Typically trans-incident operational support applications allow limited time to absorb the simulation outputs. Frequent exposure to MS&A tools output for operations planning applications will help the decision makers in their use of these tools for trans-incident operational support applications. Such exposure may be provided through exercises and integration of the tools where possible into day to day operational decision making.

A key aspect of use of MS&A for trans-incident operational support applications is the accessibility of such tools for incident management and response personnel. This requires additional infrastructure than mentioned earlier for providing the required validated data to MS&A tools. The required infrastructure may include centers of expertise that can serve as reachback for the incident management team and advise them on the predicted outputs regarding impact of the incident and evaluation of proposed response strategies. It may include platforms, tools, and expertise available right in the Emergency Operations Centers for such a role. It may also include hand held devices for the first responders for communication of results of MS&A tools such as the predicted path and affected areas for a toxic plume.

There are parallels in modeling incident management and military battles at tactical level. MS&A applications can gain from relevant advances in DoD simulation community. Daly and Tolk (2003) suggest use of applications traditionally found in the M&S community for defense command and control based on advanced information sharing and dissemination. Similar capabilities can be used to support command and control for emergency response efforts in
reducing the risk of unintended consequences and efficient use of resources. M&S applications can be used to translate the volumes of data available into visual representations of current situation and potential scenarios. Such use of M&S applications requires high level of integration with other data systems, applications, and the command and control systems used for emergency response.

4.3 Systems engineering and acquisition

As defined in section 2, this application type includes use of MS&A tools for steps in the system engineering and acquisition processes. Among the best practices listed earlier there may be a relatively lower emphasis on performance since the systems engineering and acquisition applications would not be as time constrained as the operations support applications. Of course, these applications do have the constraint of completing the analysis in time to support the process. For example, the preliminary design needs to be verified in its ability to meet the functional requirement through the use of MS&A before the design is finalized and thus has limited time flexibility. Similarly there may be lower emphasis on the user friendliness and accessibility aspect since the primary users of the models for evaluation of product design may be subject matter experts familiar with the involved technology. The design evaluation models being custom developments may not need to emphasize compliance with interoperability requirements either. Most of the best practices would apply other than execution performance to the models used for evaluating the functioning of the system or equipment being acquired within the intended deployment environment. For example, the use of standards will facilitate integration of such tools as the Computer Aided Design (CAD) and Finite Element Modeling (FEM), and distributed simulations. Similarly, interoperability practice will facilitate the transfers of data across design and simulation tools used during the process.

4.4 Training, exercises, and performance measurement

Some of the best practices discussed in Section 3 may be employed a bit differently for assessing MS&A tools for homeland security training applications. The verification and validation of the tool may be to a different level than used for other application types. Ideally one would want to have the tools model the phenomena to the same level of detail and validate the outputs to the same level as for other application types, but the requirement for real time responses to the trainee may override this desire. For example, simulation of impact of a complex phenomenon like an explosion may require computation times much longer than the time it takes to occur in real life. The use of an explosion in a scenario for training hence has to be simulated with approximations to allow it to occur in realistic time durations or is pre-calculated off-line for use during the training. In first person serious games, “effects simulation” is used instead of simulation of the actual physics behind the phenomenon. Effects simulation consists of using approximate effects including visual impact (i.e., the explosion), and the resultant physical impact (i.e., the destruction and casualties). The approximations and effects simulations are used to allow as much reaction time to trainees as would be available to them in a real life incident and thus provide valuable training.
The interoperability best practice includes the capability of a tool to automatically configure the model to data read in from other systems. For a training application, the MS&A tools will be more valuable if the model can be customized to locations that trainees may actually be called to for an emergency situation. Some of the training tools provide fixed fictitious locations with several fixed parameters that provide limited value to the trainees due to the impression of a “toy problem” or an unrealistic “game.” The interoperability level doesn’t have to be as high as for tools supporting operations since the training application does allow the luxury of time to configure the model to an actual location and the scenario of interest. However, lower level of interoperability would translate to a higher level of effort required to customize the scenario and thus higher expense for training.

The standards practice for training applications should include compliance to Sharable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM). SCORM is a collection of standards and specifications for e-learning based training applications. The standards include specifications for communications between the host system, called the run-time environment, and the client side content. The SCORM specification was developed under the sponsorship of the United States Secretary of Defense as part of the Advanced Distributed Learning initiative. Bohl et al (2002) provide a critical assessment of SCORM.

The training applications may provide a good opportunity to familiarize the incident management personnel with the outputs generated by MS&A tools. While the first responder personnel may primarily train through interaction with simulation and gaming technologies to improve their response skills, the management personnel should be familiarized with MS&A tool outputs that they may be using in future for decision making. The training applications may also provide a good opportunity for collecting feedback on the user friendliness and accessibility of the tools used.

A number of considerations other than the list of the best practices presented in section 3 may be used to identify good training applications of MS&A. These may include:

- realism of the visualizations,
- value of the learning delivered by the tool,
- features for verification of learning,
- support for after action reviews, and,
- cost of the tool.
5 RELEVANCE OF THE BEST PRACTICES TO MS&A APPLICATION DOMAINS

In this section, the best practices are discussed in reference to major application domains. McLean, Jain, and Lee (2008) define following seven domains for MS&A for homeland security applications: social behavior, physical phenomena, environment, economic and financial, organizational, critical infrastructure, and other systems, equipment, and tools. Additional best practices based on the application domain are discussed where possible.

The relevance of the best practices may differ by MS&A application types. For example, it is a best practice to verify, validate, and accredit MS&A tools. The verification, validation, and accreditation (VV&A) procedures may be applied differently across the MS&A domains. VV&A of MS&A tools in social behavior domain focuses on plausibility and consistency. VV&A of physical phenomenon such as plume dispersion focuses on comparison of model results against measurements and hence in agreement with VV&A definition provided earlier.

The relevance of the best practice to different application types is summarized in table 4 (table 2 presented in Executive Summary is reproduced as table 4 for reader’s convenience). Major aspects of the relevance assessments are discussed in the following sub-sections.

In general MS&A across all the application domains will gain from implementation of all the recommended best practices. The discussion below highlights the practices that are already being followed and those that are especially needed.

5.1 Social behavior

Modeling social behavior is a challenging endeavor. A common approach to model social behavior is through agent based models. Computational considerations generally lead to defining behavior rules for large groups of populations. Even if large computation times are allowed and a large set of behavior rules has been defined, it is difficult to predict outcomes with significant level of confidence.

It has been pointed out that the problem of validation is particularly difficult for models dealing with social sciences, particularly those that deal with group behavior (McNamara et al. 2008). The social behavior models are very difficult to validate due to the subject matter being human beings with their own individualities. Hutchings (2009) points out that for social science models the data is often subjective and the models are used to organize thinking and to study complex phenomena. He defines validation for such models as a check of consistency, plausibility, and the results making sense based on the understanding of the modeled system.

A recent report from the National Research Council (NRC 2008) identifies massively multiplayer online games (MMOGs) as an untapped resource for collecting social and behavioral data on a large scale. The report also recommends funding of research to determine the usefulness of MMOGs to verify and validate individual, organizational and societal models. This social behavior application domain will gain from such research.
### Table 4: Relevance of Best Practices to MS&A Application Types

| Practice ▼ |
|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|
| |
| Application domain ▲ |
| Social Behavior | Physical Phenomena | Environment | Economic and Financial | Organizational | Critical Infrastructure | Other Systems, Equipment, and Tools |
| Conceptual modeling practice | Important to select right paradigm | Need to emulate behavior and social processes | Important to select right paradigm | |
| Innovative approaches | Similar emphasis across application types |
| Software engineering practice | Similar emphasis across application types |
| Model confidence/ Verification, validation and accreditation (VV&A) | Focus on Plausibility | Comparison with measurements | Comparison with measurements | Focus on Plausibility | Focus on Plausibility | Comparison with measurements; good data sources available | Comparison with measurements |
| Use of standards | Need Standards | Need VV&A standards | Helped by standards | Need Standards | Need Standards; guides available | Need standards for cross sector models | Need VV&A Standards |
| Interoperability | Need efforts | Need efforts | Relatively better; need efforts | Need efforts | Critical to integrate models | Needed to integrate in other models |
| Execution performance | Needed due to use of ABM | High Performance Computing (HPC) platforms used | Needed due to use of Agent Based Modeling (ABM) | Needed for cross sector models | Not critical |
| User friendliness and accessibility | Needed to explain complex results | Helped by Geographical Information Systems (GIS) interfaces | Needed to explain complex results | | Not critical |

Social behavior models are often implemented using agent based modeling. The agent based modeling and simulation does not have a good set of defined standards. Grimm et al. (2006) highlight the lack of standards and propose a scheme for agent based modeling documentation.
for promoting model transferability and reproducibility. As mentioned earlier, such models typically are constrained by computation times. This application domain will hence also gain from efforts aimed at implementing the practices for improving performance.

5.2 Physical phenomena

Physical phenomena models are somewhat more predictable than social behavior models but still quite difficult to validate. Hutchings (2009) distinguishes the physical science models as based on data collected by sensors and considered objective. He identifies the validation of such models as comparison of their results against measurements with consideration of uncertainty.

Physical phenomena models may achieve limited agreement with measurements given the high complexity of the modeled phenomena. In fact, one of the criteria to judge the validity of plume dispersion models is that their results agree with the tracer gas experiment results within a factor of 2, a low accuracy in the realm of discrete event simulation models for manufacturing. Researchers in the dispersion modeling area do not appear to agree on validation criteria and hence would gain from an effort for standard validation criteria and procedures.

A large number of MS&A tools exist for dispersion modeling contained in this domain. While some of the tools mentioned earlier appear to be interoperable to some extent as demonstrated by their successful integration with other applications, the majority appears to be comprised of standalone tools that lack interoperability. The user friendliness of these tools has been helped by availability of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) applications that allow graphical depiction of predicted dispersion over geographical areas.

Physical phenomena models are generally computation intensive and hence have attracted efforts to improve their execution performance using parallel and distributed simulations. The execution performance still continues to be a challenge for most MS&A tools in this domain leading to search for new ways.

5.3 Environment

Environment models are quite computation intensive, similar to physical phenomena models, and about as difficult to validate. There have been efforts to improve execution performance through use of high performance computers and parallel and distributed simulations. For example, the Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) model from the National Center for Atmospheric Research has been designed to execute on distributed, parallel and hybrid architecture computing platforms to achieve good execution performance (Michalakes et al. 2004). The WRF model also provide interoperability with community modeling infrastructure such as the Earth System Modeling Framework.

The user friendliness of outputs of these tools has gained from the wide interest across scientific and general population in weather forecasts. The outputs are typically available in GIS formats and increasingly incorporating 3D displays that allow understanding of various weather
phenomena across the altitude. Xie et al. (2009) use a transformation component to export the output of their dust storm simulation model to GIS software through a web map service. The environment application domain has also gained from the availability of a number of standards for inputs and outputs, such as Binary Universal Form for Data Representation of Meteorological Data (WMO 2007) and Digital Weather Markup Language (NWS 2009).

5.4 Economic and financial

Economic and financial models share some of the characteristics of the social behavior models. A common criticism of economic models is that they assume rational behavior for all involved and that is not a good assumption. Hence similar to the social behavior models, they are hard to validate. Pidd (2006) suggests using Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) in conjunction with simulation for tackling problems involving entities with social behavior. SSM recommends use of social and political analysis to develop a good understanding of the problem situation that in turn allows development of simulation models that provide an improved representation.

The conceptual modeling practice, in particular the selection of the right modeling paradigm is important for the models in this domain for a good representation of the economic and financial behaviors. NISAC Agent Based Laboratory for Economics (N-ABLE) developed at Sandia National Laboratory utilizes agent based simulation methodology to model interdependencies between economic and infrastructure sectors (Eidson and Ehlen 2005). N-ABLE utilizes a cognitive-economic model of household behaviors that goes beyond traditional economic models to include psychological, non-market, and extreme-events effects that are important for homeland security applications (Ehlen et al. 2009).

5.5 Organizational

Organizational models are somewhat similar to social behavior models since they represent organizations comprised of humans. In fact, in addition to being subject to varying individual behavior, each organization has its own culture and perhaps multiple micro-cultures within its units, making them difficult to model and validate. Again, problem structuring methods such as SSM (Pidd 2006) will help in the development of such models. Rouse and Bodner (2009) point out that the utility of organizational simulations will largely depend on the degree to which they incorporate emulation of behavioral and social processes. Organizational simulation can be used for early identification of jurisdictional issues in context of homeland security applications.

Conceptual modeling practice is important for this domain since it covers social and behavioral aspects together with science and engineering. Successful organizational simulations will need to model the impact of leadership on the organizational behavior. The modeling task may be facilitated for organizations with well defined processes. The organizations involved in homeland security have to follow guides such as the National Response Framework and the National Incident Management System that help develop the models with some consistency. The underlying assumption is that the organizations follow the defined guides and procedures.
rationally. The assumption may hold to a somewhat larger extent than the rational behaviors of individual in economic models.

Cooper et al. (2005) report on their use of quantifiable mathematical analysis for modeling performance of organizations, teams, and personnel. The latent effects models developed by them may be used within simulation models of organization performance.

The organizational simulations would typically be agent based simulations and thus computationally intensive. These simulations will also need efforts to improve the execution performance to encourage increased usage.

5.6 Critical infrastructure

The critical infrastructure models also face complexity in validation due to the multiple interconnections among the infrastructures they represent. Multiple paradigms have been used to model critical infrastructures including system dynamics, continuous simulations, and discrete event simulations. The use of multiple paradigms contributes to complexity of validation.

Interoperability is important for the critical infrastructure models since these models will typically be used in an integrated manner. Multiple infrastructure models may be integrated together to see the cascading impact of disruption in one critical infrastructure to others. The infrastructure models may also be integrated with economic and social behavior models to study the impact of disruption in a critical infrastructure.

No standards are currently available that address infrastructure and cross sector modeling. The cross sector modeling issues are particularly complex due to multiple time scales and granularities that may be used in models of different infrastructure (Pederson et al. 2006). This domain has benefited from efforts to develop and validate detail infrastructure and demographic data sources. Developers of models in this domain use the following two data sources: LandScan series of data sets maintained by Oak Ridge National Laboratory and National Asset Database set up by the Office of Infrastructure Protection (DHS/IP).

5.7 Other systems, equipment, and tools

Models for other systems, equipment, and tools share some of the concerns raised for models for evaluation of systems and equipment in the systems engineering and acquisition application type. These models will usually be specific to the system, equipment, or tool they represent. For example, Felsmann et al. (2009) describe validation methods and data sets for simulation of HVAC mechanical equipment. Such models may be useful in homeland security context for simulating entry and distribution of harmful agents through the HVAC system of a building.

The models of systems, equipment and tools do need to be designed for interoperability since they will generally be integrated into models of the environment they are deployed in. Department of Defense is at the leading edge in using real and simulated equipment simulators
integrated through Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) framework for training. In the homeland security context, the first responders may use simulated equipment for training. The equipment simulations hence have to be developed to allow their integration into larger simulations.
6 APPLYING THE MS&A BEST PRACTICES

The intent of this section is not to identify the best projects or tools. Such identification would require a comparative assessment of all projects and tools in the selected domain and that is outside the scope of this effort. The projects and tools discussed in this section are used only to provide a context for the application of the best practices defined in the earlier sections.

6.1 TELL (Training, Exercise, and Lessons Learned) system

A good example of use of MS&A tools for homeland security training application is the DHS-sponsored TELL (Training, Exercise, and Lessons Learned) system developed with participation from Sandia National Labs, Lawrence Livermore National Labs, University of Southern California’s Institute for Creative Technologies, and the Incident Management Consortium. The TELL system provides capabilities for executing an exercise, inserting injects generated by other simulation software, and capturing the proceedings for after action review. The system was used in September 2007 for a Golden Guardian preparatory exercise at the Anaheim Emergency Operations Center, Anaheim, CA. TELL was used to present a simulated catastrophic incident to an incident management team operating in a remote mobile incident command post. The ground truth and exercise injects were generated using Sandia's WMDDAC (Weapons of Mass Destruction Decision Analysis Center) and Lawrence Livermore’s ACATS (Advanced Conflict and Tactical Simulation) software.

The simulation components of the TELL system have gone through verification and validation (V&V) efforts. ACATS is based on JCATS (Joint Conflict and Tactical Simulation) software that was developed for Department of Defense (DoD). While all the V&V details of JCATS do not appear to be publicly available, an available report for validation of non-lethal weapons (Taylor & Neta, 2001) suggests that V&V were carried out for JCATS.

The TELL system utilizes standards in some aspects and that places it in a good position with respect to integration with other tools. One of the primary objectives of TELL is to improve understanding of National Incident Management System (NIMS) and Incident Command System (ICS), both of which are official DHS standards. TELL utilizes standardized voice over Internet protocol (VOIP) for telephone and radio communications by trainees. The simulation software ACATS is capable of integrating with other simulations under the High Level Architecture (HLA), an IEEE standard. For the first exercise, the TELL system integrated multiple components including, WMDDAC, ACATS, Virtual News Network (VNN), Enterprise Virtual Operations Center (EVOC), event capture and record and the visualization modules.

The user friendliness and accessibility of outputs of the TELL system is helped by a team that includes personnel in two teams – simulation cell and inject cell. The outputs of simulations are analyzed and entered as injects by members of the inject cell team. The After Actions Review director and event recorder, both members of the simulation cell team, guide the trainees through
understanding the lessons learned. The procedures associated with the use of the system thus ensure that the simulation outputs are correctly utilized in the training process.

The system has been used effectively for training and hence it has demonstrated that the included simulation models execute in required time frames for defined scenarios. No modifications to simulations were reported to meet the execution time constraints indicating a good performance by ACATS and WMDDAC, the involved software in this case.

The TELL team ensured that the trainees use exactly the same systems and interfaces that are available to them in real life. The capabilities of the simulation software provide the exercise controllers with a “God’s eye” view. Sharing the “God’s eye” view with trainees can give them a false expectation of the information available to them in a real life incident. The TELL team avoids this by having the trainees be at a mobile command post with their resident systems. This allows for the training to be totally transferable to real life application.

Overall, the TELL system supported by ACATS and WMDDAC simulation tools presents a good example of use of MS&A tools for training application. The visuals from the simulation software are presented to the trainees as video clips in the Virtual News Network newscasts and are quite realistic. The support for recording the exercise and the After Action Review allows for verification of learning by the trainees and ensures that lessons learned are captured. While no information is available on the cost of a TELL system based exercise, the training was reportedly found very useful by the trainees.

Another good example of use of interoperable MS&A tools for training is the Urban Chemical Disaster (UCD) federation developed by the Preparedness and Catastrophic Event Response (PACER) University Center of Excellence (UCE) sponsored by DHS. The UCD is an HLA federation that integrates multiple simulations including plume dispersion, traffic, sensors and command and control. The integrated capability has been used to train local decision makers on a chlorine rail car tank explosion in downtown Baltimore. PACER developed an M&S integration framework that can be used for integrating different simulations needed to represent an incident. The framework is also being used for integration of a Bioterrorism Crisis Management (BCM) simulation federation.

6.2 Pandemic influenza impact study

A recent important planning application of MS&A tools for homeland security purpose is the pandemic influenza impact study carried out by the National Infrastructure Simulation and Analysis Center (NISAC). NISAC utilized a number of MS&A tools to estimate the impact of pandemic influenza on national population, economy, and infrastructure (NISAC 2007). The study evaluated strategic alternatives to contain the impact of the pandemic influenza using MS&A tools and developed recommendations. The MS&A tools used included: two epidemiological simulation systems (EpiSimS and EpiCast) to determine the progression and overall impact of the pandemic on the population, translation of disease-modeling results into workforce absenteeism, national Critical Infrastructure Protection Decision Support System (CIPDSS) simulations, an aggregate national-scale system dynamics model of the U.S. electrical
power system, a physics-based deterministic model of the electric power transmission grid, an operations and maintenance model of telecommunications network to simulate impact of workforce reduction, an estimation model for healthcare service impacts at the national and local levels, a hospital surge model for impacts on healthcare facilities, analysis of workforce absenteeism impacts in the transportation sector, analysis of impact on airfreight using air transportation optimization model (ATOM), analysis of delays in rail shipments using Rail Network Analysis System (R-NAS), a queuing model to analyze the impact of absenteeism on container ports, a system dynamics model of the milk supply chain to gain insights into impact on food supply chains, a firm level model developed using NISAC Agent-Based Laboratory for Economics (N-ABLE) for food value chain analysis, and macroeconomic simulations for analyzing economic impacts.

The multiple modeling paradigms utilized for the study allowed cross-model comparison and validation. While detailed information on validation of individual or integrated models was not located, it is fair to assume that such validations were performed based on the strong track record of the involved national labs for conducting validations of the models used in their nuclear weapons work.

Similarly, while there isn’t explicit information available on the use of standards and level of interoperability of the tools, it is clear that a number of MS&A tools were used in an integrated manner to carry out the study. The use of multiple MS&A tools in an integrated manner allowed the study to develop recommendations across wide areas of interest including population, economy, and multiple infrastructures.

The NISAC study excels in the dissemination of the MS&A outputs. It includes an uncertainty analysis to help identify the affordable limits for planning for the pandemic influenza. It used 3 diverse epidemiological models to address the uncertainty in both disease characteristics and model structure. These three models were: EpiSimS, Like-Infect, and Generalized Infectious Disease (GID). The uncertainty analysis identified the range and distribution of the outcomes. A robustness evaluation using Loki-Infect compares and evaluates the effectiveness and costs of mitigation strategy combinations. A risk analysis that includes decision maker values is used to evaluate the trade-offs among alternative strategies. The simulation outputs are also used for a satisfaction and regret analysis to calculate the confidence level with which any intervention strategy can be selected over another. The study demonstrates the value of proper methods of dissemination of the output and thus of user friendliness and accessibility. It is not clear that the various analyses were built into the MS&A tools, but the operations planning application does allow the time to carry out such analysis for proper understanding by decision makers.

The execution performance metrics for the individual simulation components and integrated systems used in the NISAC study were not made available. However, execution performance is not critical for operations planning application. The report does indicate that hundreds of simulation runs were conducted suggesting that execution performance did not constrain the study.

Overall, the NISAC study on impacts of pandemic influenza presents a good example of use of MS&A tools for operations planning application. It is unique in the large scope it addressed in
exploring the potential impact of the pandemic influenza. It clearly stands out in the multiple analyses of outputs of simulation runs for improved understanding of results and for developing insights.

6.3 IMAAC/NARAC

The Interagency Modeling and Atmospheric Assessment Center/ National Atmospheric Release Advisory Center (IMAAC/NARAC) at Lawrence Livermore National Lab provides a leading example of use of MS&A tools for trans-incident operational support application. The center is available to support incident management personnel responding to an emergency involving toxic plumes such as a fire at a chemical plant. IMAAC/ NARAC can model the toxic plume and provide initial results on its expected dispersion within minutes of receiving the call. It can provide updated results with increased accuracy within hours. The model outputs provide information on the areas that will be affected over time by the plume and the level of exposure of the population to the toxic agents over time. Such information is very useful to the incident management personnel in determining their response strategies including shelter-in-place and evacuation options.

NARAC staff use a number of integrated MS&A tools to come up with plume dispersion predictions. These include: a diagnostic meteorological model (ADAPT), a pressure effects model for high explosives and dirty bombs (BLAST), a mesoscale forecast model (COAMPS), a Gaussian plume model with hazardous chemical databases (EPICODE), a grid generation software for use by other models (GridGen), a Gaussian plume model for radioactive and nuclear material (HotSpot), a gross fission products fallout model (KDFOC), and a Lagrangian stochastic particle dispersion model (LODI).

NARAC stands out in ensuring that the models used are “extensively tested and evaluated,” i.e., verified and validated to the extent possible. The simulations used are very complex and would require long execution times for high fidelity modeling. The response to emergencies does not allow the luxury of time for high fidelity modeling of the involved complex phenomenon. The tools used hence provide approximate solution with the degree of accuracy varying based on the computation time available. The tools hence are evaluated for appropriate degree of accuracy in their outputs. The MS&A tools used by NARAC have been evaluated using analytic solutions, field experiments, and operational testing. The analytic solutions compare the results to known exact results. The field experiments include comparison of model results with the actual path taken by tracer gas released in experimental locations. Operational testing involves comparison of model results with the measurements and records of actual past incidents.

The MS&A tools used at NARAC integrate with data sources and other tools using standard interfaces. The tools are integrated with systems providing current meteorological observations, weather forecasting systems, and geographical terrain elevation and population databases. NARAC is also collaborating for standardization and integration with other tools including with EPA/NOAA for CAMEO/ALOHA, and NRC for RASCAL. It is also integrating with outdoor-indoor infiltration models developed at Lawrence Berkeley National Lab (LBNL).
NARAC operates in a reachback mode for supporting incident management personnel. While the plume dispersion projections are disseminated through the web and client systems using graphical displays, analysts are available to explain the outputs to incident management personnel. This helps ensure that the outputs are correctly understood and used.

The MS&A tools at NARAC have been selected to meet execution times suitable to the purpose. The tools used for trans-incident operational support execute within a few minutes for initial results. NARAC does provide training and operations planning support and can use MS&A tools with longer execution time for such purposes.

Overall, NARAC tools are a good example of use of MS&A for homeland security trans-incident operational support application. They are unique as they are the only source authorized by DHS to provide plume dispersion predictions in case of an incident involving release of toxic agents. Such designation removes any confusion that the incident management personnel may have due to conflicting predictions from competing models.

The National Infrastructure Simulation and Analysis Center (NISAC) also provides trans-incident operational support by identifying potential impact of an incident on critical infrastructure. They provide prediction of impact of hurricanes to the incident management personnel in affected jurisdictions and operations centers (see NISAC 2010 for a list of pre-landfall analysis of hurricanes performed over the years). The analysis of impact by NISAC is based on a number of MS&A tools, some of which were mentioned above in section 3.1. Similar to NARAC, NISAC is a DHS authorized source for providing the support for infrastructure impact of an incident.

6.4 CIPDSS Decision Model

The Critical Infrastructure Protection Decision Support System Decision Model (CIPDSS-DM) Tool developed at ANL analyzes results of multiple simulation runs to identify the recommended alternatives based on the value structure and risk profile of the decision maker. Inputs to the tool include the results of simulation runs carried out for a various combination of parameters including the alternative response strategies, and the decision profile of the decision maker. The tool generates standard and parameterized decision maps and satisfaction-regret curves that can be used for understanding desirability of each alternative over others. It thus supports the selection of the appropriate alternative.

The tool excels in user friendliness and accessibility of the outputs to decision makers since the various methods used in the tool to present the desirability of different alternatives make for easy understanding of the simulation results. A user guide is available for explanation of the theory and use of the tool. The tool input files utilize the standard XML format. The underlying simulation, CIPDSS, has been the subject of a validation study conducted by LANL based on the impact of Hurricane Katrina on Baton Rouge, LA. The use of CIPDSS-DM on the pandemic influenza study would have subjected it to review by a large number of technical experts ensuring the analysis met the reasonableness test. It is also assumed that ANL would have subjected CIPDSS-DM to rigorous analysis for its use on the pandemic influenza study.
The CIPDSS-DM tool provides well defined interfaces and can be used for analyzing results from tools other than CIPDSS. It can be hence integrated easily to other tools. It can process simulation outputs rapidly to produce the decision maps and curves for decision support. Its use of the decision maps and satisfaction-regret curves is rather unique among reported analysis applications for simulation results.

Another good example of a good analysis tool based on M&S tool is the Learning Environment Simulator (LES), a decision support environment built on top of CIPDSS. The objective of LES is to bring simulation to decision makers to allow them to enhance their learning through frequent experimentation with different policy options in a range of scenarios. The mode of having analysts support the decision makers for analysis for simulation results limits the learning opportunities for the decision makers. The LES tool provides user friendly screens for input of data and output analysis related to a public health emergency.
7 CONCLUSION

This report recommended practices for use of MS&A tools for homeland security applications. The recommended practices include conceptual modeling practice, innovative approaches, software engineering practice, model confidence/verification, validation and accreditation (VV&A), use of standards, interoperability, execution performance, and user friendliness and accessibility. The practices may be implemented with different emphasis based on the application type, namely, analysis and decisions support, planning and operations, system engineering and acquisition, and training, exercises and performance measurement. The report identified such differences in emphasis for different MS&A application types and for various MS&A application domains. It is hoped that this report will help in increasing the application of MS&A tools for homeland security applications and in improving the practices used for development and use of such tools.

Current and future proposed work includes an analysis of needs and requirements, a survey of tools, models, and datasets, and an analysis of available standards and gaps for MS&A tools for homeland security applications. The analysis of needs and requirements will help the enhancement of existing tools and development of new tools where needed. The survey would help potential users of MS&A tools in identifying suitable applications and availability of data sets to help evaluate them. Analysis of available standards will guide the developers in ensuring compliance with applicable standards to follow and thus apply the recommended practice. Analysis of gaps in availability of standards will help guide the M&S community interested in homeland security applications in identifying the critical needs and in mounting collaborative efforts for addressing them.
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Appendix A: Organizations visited for this study

Listed in alphabetical order.

1. Argonne National Labs, Chicago, IL
2. Applied Physics Lab, Johns Hopkins University, Laurel, MD
3. Breakaway Games, Hunt Valley, MD
5. District Department of Transportation, Washington, DC
6. Lawrence Berkeley National Labs, Berkeley, CA
7. Lawrence Livermore National Labs, Livermore, CA
8. Los Alamos National Labs, Los Alamos, NM
9. Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA
10. Sandia National Labs, Livermore, CA
11. Sandia National Labs, Albuquerque, NM
12. Transportation Security Administration, DHS, Arlington, VA
13. US Coast Guard, Washington, DC
14. US Fire Administration, Emmitsburg, MD
15. US Secret Service Training Facility, Laurel, MD
### Appendix B: List of Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANL</td>
<td>Argonne National Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIPDSS</td>
<td>Critical Infrastructure Protection Decision Support System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHS</td>
<td>Department of Homeland Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA</td>
<td>Environmental Protection Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMAAC</td>
<td>Interagency Modeling and Atmospheric Assessment Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANL</td>
<td>Los Alamos National Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBNL</td>
<td>Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLNL</td>
<td>Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M&amp;S</td>
<td>Modeling and Simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS&amp;A</td>
<td>Modeling, Simulation and Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NARAC</td>
<td>National Atmospheric Release Advisory Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NISAC</td>
<td>National Infrastructure Simulation and Analysis Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOAA</td>
<td>National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRC</td>
<td>Nuclear Regulatory Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PACER</td>
<td>National Center for the Study of Preparedness and Catastrophic Event Response, a DHS University Center of Excellence (UCE) led by Johns Hopkins University.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandia</td>
<td>Sandia National Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V&amp;V</td>
<td>Verification and Validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VV&amp;A</td>
<td>Verification, Validation and Accreditation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>